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Предисловие
В учебном пособии «Английский язык в сфере профессиональной
коммуникации» собран аутентичный материал из различных источников.
Система упражнений и заданий, разработанная к учебному пособию,
способствует формированию следующих компетенций в соответствии с
рабочими программами дисциплин направлений подготовки «Журналистика» и
«Реклама и связи с общественностью»: (УК-4) - способен осуществлять деловую
коммуникацию в устной и письменной формах на государственном языке
Российской Федерации и иностранном языке; (УК-5) - способен анализировать и
учитывать разнообразие культур в процессе межкультурного взаимодействия;
(ОПК-1) - способен создавать востребованные обществом и индустрией
медиатексты и (или) медиапродукты, и (или) коммуникационные продукты в
соответствии с нормами русского и иностранного языков, особенностями иных
знаковых систем; (ПК-1) - способен проводить научное исследование в сфере
журналистики и медиа на основе самостоятельно разработанной или
адаптированной методологии и методики и др. (ПК-2) - способен осуществлять
проектно-аналитическую деятельность с учетом специфики профессиональной
сферы и др.
Целью данного учебного пособия является развитие умений критического
осмысления информации, исследовательской деятельности, развития
лингвистической компетенции и применения этих профессионально значимых
умений для успешного решения профессионально коммуникативных задач.
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Unit 1. PR and CSR
Ex. 1. Read the statement and answer the questions:
1) What is the difference between the areas of PR and CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility)
2) Do you think PR-managers and CSR-managers are rivals and competitors or
comrades-in-arms?
“Public relations is ideally positioned to help organizations make communities more
fully functioning because of its close interdependency with CSR” (Robert L. Heath).
Ex. 2. Read the text and complete it with the necessary text snippets (from a to l).
Make a glossary of professional terms.
a) the limits of industrial welfare
b) profit sharing for his employees
c) it is a mechanism for the inequitable redistribution of wealth
d) on moral, ethical, religious and legal grounds
e) the Industrial Welfare Movement
f) covered by their profit-and-loss statements’
g) for job losses
h) for a church, library and school for employees
i) for improving employee relations
j) of the modern environmental movement
k) a social consciousness
l) lambasts
The evolution of CSR
Much like the origins of philanthropy, we can go back many thousands of years to
discover the wellspring of responsible business practices. One of the clearest threads
of ethical debate relating to business has been the practice of giving loans and, more
specifically, charging excessive interest on loans, which became known as ‘usury’.
The practice of usury can be traced back approximately four thousand years and during
its subsequent history it has been repeatedly condemned, prohibited, scorned and
restricted, mainly---1).
There are six principle arguments against the practice of usury, namely that: it
represents unearned income; it is a form of double-billing; it exploits the needy;---2);
it is an agent of economic instability; and it results in discounting the future.
Thus, there has been a raging debate about the ethics of business for millennia.
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The responsible business movement has more recent, direct and concrete roots through
the emergence of ---3) in Victorian times, of which Cadbury was a part. One of the
pioneers was John H Patterson, founder of National Cash Register in the 1884. Much
like Cadbury, he ensured the provision of hospital clinics, bathhouses, lunchrooms,
recreational facilities and even---4). He became especially known for constructing the
first ‘daylight factory’ buildings in 1893, with floor-to-ceiling glass windows that let
in light and could be opened to let in fresh air.
Around that time, ---5) were being challenged and tested in the courts. In a landmark
case of 1883, West Cork Railroad tried to compensate employees --- 6) when the
company was closing down. However, the court forbade any payments, ruling that it
could only spend money on the purposes of carrying on the business.
Around the same time, the piano manufacturer Steinway was also taken to court,
because he had bought a tract of land to be used--- 7) . In this case, however, the court
condoned the expenditure, since it could be regarded as a strategy--- 8).
By the late 1930s, we see the seeds of an intellectual movement being sown, with the
first books exploring social responsibility emerging, including Chester Barnard’s
(1938) The Functions of the Executive, J.M. Clark’s (1939) Social Control of Business
and Theodore Krep’s (1940) Measurement of the Social Performance of Business.
These were not simply academic ramblings, but rather reflected the growing sentiments
in the populace at large. Asked in a 1946 Fortune Magazine survey, ‘Do you think that
businessmen should recognise responsibility for the consequences of their actions in a
sphere wider than that---9), 93.5% of the public said ‘yes’. And asked, ‘What
proportion of the businessmen you know would you rate as having --- 10) of this sort?’
most responded either ‘about half’ or ‘about three quarters’.
However, it wasn’t until the 1960s that business received its first serious critique for a
failure of social responsibility, in the form of Rachel Carson’s (1962) Silent Spring. In
this scientific treatise, Carson --- 11) the chemical industry for the accumulation of
toxins like DDT in the environment, and their deadly bio-accumulative consequences
up through the food chain. Indeed, many today regard Silent Spring as the birth sign
---12). Her poetic words still haunt and echo down the ages:
‘It was a spring without voices. On the mornings that had once throbbed with the dawn
chorus of robins, catbirds, doves, jays, wrens and scores of other bird voices, there was
now no sound; only silence lay over the fields and woods and marsh. Even the streams
were now lifeless. No witchcraft, no enemy action had silenced the rebirth of new life
in this stricken world. The people had done it themselves.’
Big business received its second shock attack, from legal activist Ralph Nader (today
better known as a serial minority candidate for the U.S. Presidency). In Nader’s (1965)
book, Unsafe at Any Speed: The Designed-In Dangers of the American Automobile, he
https://izd-mn.com/
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went to war with the auto industry in general and General Motors in particular. ‘A
major
contemporary problem’, he said, ‘is how to control the power of economic interests
which ignore the harmful effects of their applied science and technology.’
(adapted from “Corporate sustainability and responsibility” by Wayne Visser)

Ex. 3. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following.
источник, осуждать (2 words), запрещать, презирать, ростовщичество, мириться
с, социальная ответственность, общественное сознание, растущее настроение
среди населения, ответственность за последствия своих действий,
благотворительность, механизм несправедливого перераспределения богатства,
двойная бухгалтерия, экономическая нестабильность, бурная дискуссия,
знаковый случай, рамки благотворительности.
Retell the text using the vocabulary from the exercise.
Ex. 4. Read the text and complete it with the words in brackets in the correct form.
Make a glossary of professional terms.
CSR Theory
Business was not deaf to these criticisms and warnings, nor completely (response). In
the West, labour conditions were (steady) improving, the discipline of Human
Resources was (emergence) and in 1977, Revered Leon Sullivan launched what
might be regarded as the first CSR code – the Sullivan Principles, which set out the
minimum (accept) labour practices for companies to remain in the (discriminate)
apartheid South Africa. Several companies had also begun (tackle) the issues of waste.
For example, 3M’s Pollution Prevention Pays programme began in 1975, (avoid) more
than 2.6 billion pounds of pollutants and saving more than $1 billion over the next 30
years. Germany was also a (forerun), launching its Blue Angel eco-label in 1978. What
was still missing, however, was widespread (agree) of what exactly business’s
obligations to society were.
This void was filled by American academic Archie Carroll (1979) who provided the
first popular (define) of corporate social responsibility (CSR), (name) that it is the
economic, legal, (ethics) and (discretion) or (philanthropy) expectations that society
has of business. Based on subsequent empirical work, the definition was later presented
as a pyramid of weighted importance, with economic responsibility at the base (i.e.
most important), followed by legal and ethical dimensions and final philanthropy at the
apex (i.e. least emphasised). Despite (consider) evolution in theory and practice since
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the ‘CSR Pyramid’ was first published, it has – together with Carroll’s four-part
definition – endured (remark) well.
One of the reasons for the CSR Pyramid’s (long) – besides its (intuition) logic and
business-friendly conceptualisation – is that it can be applied in practice. For example,
Unilever did two studies to investigate its economic impacts, in Indonesia.
(Clay, 2002) and South Africa (Kapstein, 2008). What they found was that in
Indonesia, while they employed over 7,000 directly, they also created over 293,000
jobs indirectly through the supply chain. In South Africa, the ratio of direct to indirect
jobs was 1: 22. That in itself is a (remark) economic contribution, but it represents only
one of (number) ‘economic multipliers’ identified by the International Business
Leaders Forum (Nelson, 2003).
According the IBLF, in addition to creating jobs, companies generate (invest), produce
safe products and (serve), pay taxes, invest in human capital, establish local business
(link), spread international business standards, support technology transfer, and build
physical and (institution) infrastructure. Recognising this greater set of economic
impacts and contributions, beyond simply generating returns for shareholders, many
companies are now including Economic Value Added statements in their annual
reports.
The legal dimension of Carroll’s CSR Pyramid is more (controversy), since many
regard social responsibility as a (pure) voluntary activity. (Pragmatism) speaking
however, many (govern) are weak, failing or corrupt and without the capacity to
(effective) police or enforce (implement) of their legislation. Hence, voluntary legal
(comply) becomes genuine social responsibility. Legal responsibility also raises issues
like tax (avoid), negative political lobbying and (bribe) and (corrupt), all of which
should be (know) and addressed by responsible companies.
(adapted from “Corporate sustainability and responsibility” by Wayne Visser)

Ex. 5. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following.
добровольное соблюдение законодательства, получение прибыли для
акционеров, подлинная социальная ответственность, контролировать
соблюдение законодательства, обеспечить выполнение, предтеча, безразличный,
установить минимально приемлемые условия труда, обязательства бизнеса
перед обществом, заполнить вакуум, действующий по своему усмотрению,
поддерживать распространение технологий и международных стандартов
ведения бизнеса.
Retell the text using the vocabulary from the exercise.
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Ex. 6. Read the text and answer the questions. Make a glossary of professional
terms.
1) Do you agree with Carroll’s inclusion of economic and legal dimensions as part of
the definition CSR?
2) What are the strengths and weaknesses of Carroll’s CSR Pyramid model?
3) Some argue that CSR be mandatory. What are the pros and cons of this argument?
Legislating CSR
Of course, legal issues vary by region and by country. I can still remember a safety,
health and environmental governance audit on a chemical company that I did when I
was Director of Sustainability Services at KPMG. We visited facilities in five
countries – South Africa, Germany, Netherlands, Italy and the USA – and one of the
things we asked was for their records of legal non-compliance, including fines and
penalties. This was a relatively trivial matter in all countries but one, the United States.
First, they had not just a few but thousands of non-compliances, which probably said
more about the country’s onerous legal requirements than the company’s negligence.
For instance, when we asked to see their air pollution permit documentation, they
pointed to an entire bookshelf of lever arch files. Second, they didn’t know what
liability these non-compliances represented, because they were in constant negotiation
with the government (applying the Federal Sentencing Guidelines principles) over the
exact settlement amount of these.
On the question of legal responsibilities, I am often asked when I give talks whether
CSR should be legislated. My answer is always the same: That depends on what you
mean. If you mean, should the government require companies to spend a
certain percentage of their profits on CSR-related activities, as is being proposed in
India and Nigeria, the answer is no.
After all, that’s just another kind of tax. What we need is for governments to have
effective regulation of the issues that CSR is trying to tackle – pollution, labour
conditions, environmental degradation, human rights and corruption.
One such issue where there is extensive legal reform happening is transparency.
According to 2010 research across 30 countries by KPMG, GRI & UNEP (2010), there
are already 142 country standards or laws with some sustainability reporting
requirement or guidance, of which 65% are mandatory.
With ancient roots in philosophy, business ethics has exploded as area of study and
practice, especially since it became strongly linked to the corporate governance
movement of the 1990s. The financial scandals of Enron and WorldCom in 2001 (and
many others since, like Parmalat and Lehman Brothers) have only served to
concentrate the spotlight on business ethics, especially in America. We have seen the
recruitment of armies of Ethics Officers, the drafting of endless Codes of Conduct and
https://izd-mn.com/
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the widespread introduction of management tools like whistle-blowing. Many seem to
forget the fact that many similar ethics policies and procedures already existed in the
companies that so spectacularly imploded. This should serve as a warning about the
limitations of the cult of management when it comes to responsibility.
The final element of Carroll’s CSR Pyramid, philanthropic responsibilities, is already
a familiar subject in CSR circles. I will just say that it is to his credit that Carroll
represents philanthropy as the least significant part of CSR, as it serves as a useful
reminder to many of those, especially in developing countries, who still equate CSR
with philanthropy.
ISO 26000 Guidance on social responsibility is launched from ISO, the International
Organization for Standardization. Is an International Standard providing guidelines for
social responsibility (SR) named ISO 26000 or simply ISO SR. It was released on 1
November 2010. Its goal is to contribute to global sustainable development, by
encouraging business and other organizations to practice social responsibility to
improve their impacts on their workers, their natural environments and their
communities.
(adapted from “Corporate sustainability and responsibility” by Wayne Visser)

Ex. 7. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following.
сосредоточить внимание на деловой этике; ревизионная проверка мер
безопасности, здоровья и охраны окружающей среды; директор службы
устойчивого развития; обременительные правовые требования; халатность
компании; записи о несоблюдении законодательства; какую ответственность
влечёт несоблюдение законодательства.
Retell the text using the vocabulary from the exercise.
Grammar revision.
The Gerund and The Infinitive after some words and word combinations.
1. The Gerund and The Infinitive are used after the following verbs and word
combinations without prepositions:
The Gerund

The Infinitive

1.admit признать (ся)
2.avoid избегать
3.consider полагать
4.delay задержать

1.afford позволить себе
2.agree согласиться
3.arrange договориться
4.bother беспокоить(ся)

https://izd-mn.com/
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5.deny отрицать
6.detest ненавидеть
7.enjoy получать
удовольствие
8.escape избавиться
9.excuse извинять
10.fancy
представлять,
любить
11.finish закончить
12.forgive простить
13.include включать
14.involve вовлекать
15.imagine
представлять
16.justify
обосновывать
17.keep продолжать
18.mention
упомянуть
19.mind возражать
20.miss скучать
21.neglect
пренебрегать
22.postpone
откладывать
23.practice
заниматься
24.recall напоминать
25.recollect
вспоминать
26.resent негодовать
27.risk отваживаться
28.It is no use бесполезно
29.cannot help – не
могу не
30.feel like - хотеться
31.be worth - стоить

5.care иметь желание
6.claim претендовать
7.consent дать согласие
8.dare дерзать
9.decide решить
10.demand требовать
11.determine решать(ся)
12.endeavour стараться
13.fail не суметь
14.guarantee
гарантировать
15.hesitate колебаться
16.hurry (hasten)
спешить
17.long стремиться
18.manage суметь
19.offer предложить
20.presume взять на
себя смелость
21.pretend притворяться
22.proceed приниматься
23.propose предлагать
24.refuse отказывать(ся)
25.resolve решить
26.seek стремиться
27.strive стараться
28.swear клясться
29.tend иметь
склонность
30.threaten угрожать
31.trouble
затруднять(ся)
32.undertake
предпринимать
33.volunteer
добровольно сделать
34.vow дать обет

Е.Г. Ляхова
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attempt, begin, can’t bear, cease,
continue, dread, fear, hate, intend, like,
loathe, love, prefer, start, tend.
2. change in the situation
2.1. The Infinitive denotes a preplanned
“future” action; The Gerund – an action
that precedes that denoted by the verbs
remember, forget, regret
He regretted saying that.
Он сожалел о том, что сказал это.
She regrets to leave.
Она сожалеет о том, что ей нужно
уезжать.
2.2. change of the meaning
2.2.1. The Gerund denotes passive
meaning although its form is active
need (want, deserve, require) doing:
The house needs painting. Дом нужно
покрасить.
need, want to do – нужно сделать.
2.2.2. Different cases
go on doing – перейти к другому
действию
go on to do – продолжать действие;
stop doing – прекратить что-то делать
stop to do – остановиться, чтобы что-то
сделать;
propose doing – внести предложение
что-то сделать, предложить
propose to do – предполагать что-то
сделать самому;
try doing – попробовать что-то сделать
try to do – приложить усилия что-то
сделать, постараться;
be afraid of doing –опасаться чего-то
плохого
be afraid to do – не хотеть (бояться)
делать что-то

2. The Gerund is usually used after verbs and word combinations with prepositions,
for example:
Verbs + prepositions

https://izd-mn.com/
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Accuse of, apologize for, approve of, blame smb for, forgive for, congratulate
on, count on, depend on, hear of, inform of, insist on, object to, persist in, prevent
from, result in, stop from, succeed in, suspect smb of, thank for, think of.
Nouns + prepositions
Art of, experience in, harm of, idea of, interest in, mistake of, plan for, point in,
preparations for, purpose of, reason for, skill in.
Word combinations + prepositions
Be angry for, be aware of, be bored with, be clever at, be disappointed at, be
engaged in, be grateful for, be interested in, be guilty of, be keen on, be pleased
at, be sorry for, be worried about, be responsible for.
Ex. 8. Translate the sentences into English using The Gerund or The Infinitive
(Columns “The Gerund” and “The Infinitive”) and vocabulary from Ex. 2.
1) Он признался в том, что позволил себе согласиться на наши условия
главным образом по моральным, этическим, религиозным и правовым
причинам. 2) Ты не можешь отрицать тот факт, что наша компания
неоднократно осуждала, ограничивала и запрещала ростовщичество. 3) Не
успели мы избавиться от практики эксплуатирования нуждающихся, как
наше руководство дало согласие на обоснование механизма двойного
выставления счетов. 4) Не притворяйся, что ты взялся изучать движение за
промышленное благосостояние в викторианскую эпоху, потому что хотел
упомянуть об этом в докладе. 5) Суд угрожает запретить любые платежи,
если они будут оспорены нашими заказчиками. 6) Этот знаковый случай
напомнил мне, как мы негодовали по поводу того, что ты не сумел
обеспечить своих сотрудников самым необходимым. 7) Директор старался
возместить сотрудникам потерю работы. 8) Он простил то, что пределы
промышленной благотворительности в то время оспаривались и
проверялись в судах. 9) Ты взял на себя смелость поровну распределить
прибыль для сотрудников. 10) Исполнительный директор колебался, стоит
ли притвориться, что он ничего не знает о вреде, причинённом
окружающей среде, или отважиться и осудить химическое предприятие за
засорение речки такими токсинами, как ДДТ.
Ex. 9. Translate the sentences into English using The Gerund or The Infinitive to
translate the words in italics (Column “The Gerund and The Infinitive”) and
vocabulary from Ex. 4, 6.
1) Вы помните, что бизнес был глух к нашей критике и предупреждениям? Я
хорошо помню, что надо сделать сегодня. 2) Не забудь предложить помочь
https://izd-mn.com/
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ему с работой. Я никогда не забуду, что Салливан впервые сформулировал
принципы, устанавливающие минимально приемлемые условия труда для
компаний в Южной Африке. 3) Никто не сожалел о том, что вакуум в области
социальной ответственности предприятий перед обществом был заполнен
американским академиком Арчи Кэролом. Ты сожалеешь о том, что тебе
придётся выучить наизусть определение корпоративной социальной
ответственности? 4) Необходимо признать экономические последствия
влияния бизнеса на общество помимо простого генерирования прибыли для
акционеров. PR надо совместить с развитием социальной ответственности на
предприятиях. 5) Он попробовал определить социальную ответственность
как исключительно добровольную деятельность. Правительство пыталось из
всех сил распространять международные стандарты в сфере ведения бизнеса.
6) Директор службы устойчивого развития опасается, что правительство
введет обременительные правовые требования. Ты боишься ревизии мер по
безопасности, охране здоровья и защите окружающей среды? – Да, я боюсь,
что нас оштрафуют. 7) Они продолжили встречу обсуждением проблем,
вызванных халатностью компании. Мы продолжали обсуждать, какую
ответственность эти несоответствия представляют. 8) Он внес предложение
сосредоточить внимание на деловой этике. Она предложила показать нам
записи о несоблюдении законодательства. 9) Начинался снег. Он
остановился, чтобы покурить. Когда он перестал курить, он вспомнил, что
забыл закрыть дверь. 10) Все помнили, что правительство было не способно
эффективно контролировать соблюдение законодательства. Я никогда не
забываю предложить свою помощь.
Ex. 10. Fill in the gaps with prepositions where necessary.
1) Corporate ethics depend --- added dimensions when a company succeeds --- becoming a
multinational organization. While standards for ethical behavior vary --- country --- country,
companies must stop --- thinking only about the values of their home country and be well
aware --- showing tolerance and acceptance --- practices --- foreign regions where they do
business. Business owners may find it difficult --- result --- complying --- a single set o--universal values, but they can count --- practices that work --- the global marketplace.
2) A company doing business --- another nation is not an invader; it is a guest and must strive -- accept traditions that may not be familiar. This can be a reason --- creating ethical
dilemmas. For example, an American company can be responsible --- offering the same
wages --- the same work regardless --- the ethnicity or gender --- the worker. If this goes --a tradition --- a foreign country, the company should be keen --- justifying that it will honor
its home value while accepting --- the host country's differences. In short, a multinational
company should be engaged --- accepting, but not embracing foreign customs.
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3) American companies presume --- ensure the safety, health and well-being of their workers,
no matter where their workers are employed. While a U.S. company may offer --- contract
with a foreign company that has different practices, all employees practice working --- the
American company enjoy --- having the same basic rights as its American personnel. The
company can endeavour --- pay lower wages --- another country if the prevailing cost of
living is lower, but taking advantage --- foreign workers --- offering lower-than-subsistence
wages goes --- the company's responsibilities.
4) Many companies may resent --- abiding --- U.S. burdensome environmental restrictions, but
that doesn't mean they cannot help --- preventing --- willfully destroying the environment --another country. American companies have a responsibility --- honor the host nation's
environment to the greatest extent possible, even when local laws don't persist --- doing so.
Multinational companies may not be accused --- ignoring the environment abroad, but they
could face --- a public relations crisis if word gets out and they won’t be forgiven --- the
harm inflicted.
5) Many companies engage --- philanthropic activities, and some multinational companies
elect --- take on the responsibility --- spreading their social initiatives --- host countries
where they do business. For example, multinationals may fund initiatives --- supply
vaccines --- countries --- poor health care, or they may create task forces --- teach locals
how --- maintain a clean water supply. In more developed countries, a multinational
corporation may contribute --- neighborhood beautification projects or purchase supplies --local schools. This kind --- charity can result --- good business. Positive public relations are
just as important --- a host country as they are --- a home country.

Ex. 11. Read the text and rewrite it using as many verbs and word combinations
+ Verbals from the grammar revision as possible.
PR v CSR
Q: What is the relationship between CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and PR
(Public Relations)?
A: The short answer is PR can be both a blessing and a curse to CSR. It is a matter of
which comes first and what is the intention.
Done properly and with a company that embraces the strategic and integrated nature of
CSR, PR is a vehicle of sharing with the world the progress they are making, or what
the world may not know about them. Done improperly, for example when CSR is seen
by the company as a marketing problem, the latest market fad, or a PR fix – PR is
tantamount to “greenwashing” the “sins” of a company. True CSR guides the company
away from making the “sins” or mitigating them in the first place.
CSR should be an integrated, sustainable, and systematic approach to business. It
belongs as a core component to the strategies and structure of companies. CSR is about
being good corporate citizens to all stakeholders – stockholders, employees, customers,
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community, supply chain, and the environment. It is the old social contract idea, the
right to exist as a company. It is about the sustainability of the business through
integrity and smart business decisions that recognize and integrate the impact on and
influence of all stakeholders. I like CSR International‘s reworking of the CSR acronym
as Corporate Sustainability & Responsibility as it speaks to the integrational aspects of
CSR. They are calling it CSR 2.0.
Companies who do not understand that CSR is about business sustainability and
integrity as much as it is about social programs, often make the mistake of making CSR
a marketing or PR program/problem. By doing so they essentially “green-wash” their
company. In my opinion, PR should lightly handle CSR initiatives until the CSR
program has momentum and there is something to actually celebrate and brag about.
Celebrating decency and expected behavior is not good PR on CSR. It is artificial and
could cause more harm than good. PR should let the public know that there is a CSR
program, that there will be a report, and what some of the programs are that are under
development, or highlight ongoing/historical CSR efforts. Report on the activities but
not out of proportion to the other activities of the company.
As a career long change agent, I know that steering change in organizations takes time,
embedding, and momentum. New CSR programs take time to mature and years to yield
significant, sustainable results though quite often there are substantial shifts that occur
in the first year. What you measure gets paid attention to. So often the first steps of
CSR is measurement – taking an inventory on where the company stands with respect
their impact on society, economy, and the environment. This is often accomplished
through a GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) checklist report or a GHG (Green House
Gas) report. This is merely a starting point. The true test of sustainability and a
company committed to CSR is history of improvement and performance.
Unfortunately, these initial documents tend to be fodder for PR and Marketing
departments, which in their need for short term results and fantastic figures tend to
overstate or understate the findings as they try to make the company look good. In
CSR, however, the proof is in the year-to-year changes, the response from stakeholders,
the integrity of the companies actions and words.
CSR is about smart business practices. It is about constant improvement and integrity.
PR is about reporting on the events as they occur or showcasing a history of events and
trending. The danger is when the showcasing precedes the actual work.
(adapted from https://opportunitysustainability.com/?p=323)
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Ex. 12. Effective public relations can foster mutually beneficial relationships, the
main features of which are:
1) Openness and transparency.
2) Trustworthiness.
3) Cooperation.
4) Alignment.
5) Compatibility of views/opinions.
6) Commitment.
Match these points (1-6) with their definitions (a-g). There are more
definitions than you need.
Discuss which feature is the most important and which is the least important
to build a good reputation of the organization.
a) Although CSR and public relations are not identical they must be

interdependent to be effective: being the good organization is a prerequisite for
being a good communicator.
b) Enacting collaborative decision making regarding what standards should be
met and the measures needed to achieve them.
c) Co-creating (socially constructing) through dialogue the standards and
implementation of CSR.
d) Planning and operating in ways that achieve a balance between the interests
of the organization and those of the persons whom the organization affects
and whose support the organization needs for its success.
e) Demonstrating that the organization uses CSR principles to be seen as
reliable, non-exploitative, and dependable.
f) Letting others see whether the organization has sound CSR principles and
whether it meets them.
g) Showing that the organization is responsible, responsive, and able to
achieve rectitude through shared interests, rewards, and goals with its
stakeholders.
(adapted from https://instituteforpr.org/corporate-social-responsibility/
(Corporate Social Responsibility Posted on September 25, 2008 by Robert
L. Heath and Lan Ni)
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Ex. 13. Read the text and render it in English. Use the following word
combinations: be engaged in, persist in, count on, inform of, prevent
from, be aware of, be keen on, be responsible for.
Социальная ответственность организаций
Согласно широко распространенному мнению считается, что связанная с
социальной ответственностью деятельность требует больших денег и много
времени.
Весьма
часто
социальную
ответственность
путают
с
благотворительностью. На самом деле социальная ответственность
организации - это непрерывный процесс, повседневная деятельность, крайне
необходимая для поддержания взаимовыгодных отношений, сотрудничества и
развития, и она должна составлять часть стратегической деятельности.
Развитие социальной ответственности организации можно сравнить с
моральным развитием человека, когда поначалу мотивом действий или
бездействия маленького ребенка является эгоцентричность, похвала или
наказание, желание получить что-то от кого-то. С возрастом человек начинает
все больше думать о других. Возникает желание стать членом группы важных
для тебя людей, вести себя и действовать в соответствии с принятыми в их круге
нормами и обычаями. Взросление и умственный процесс содействует
возникновению более широкого общественного и консолидирующего
измерения, включающего учет интересов общества и окружающей среды. В этом
отношении можно провести параллели с организацией.
Выделение только экономического подхода (ориентация на акционеров и
внутреннюю выгоду организации) или социального подхода рассматривающего,
в основном, только направленность на взаимодействие с внешними субъектами,
на наш взгляд, не обосновано. В современных условиях важно учитывать
ответственность перед всеми заинтересованными лицами: перед работником,
акционерами, партнерами, потребителями, государством, обществом.
Необходимо решать вопросы состояния окружающей среды, ответственность
перед будущими поколениями. Реальные преимущества быть социально
ответственным достаточно ощутимы - это, и сокращение давления со стороны
государственных органов, это и обеспечение лучшего соотношения цены и
дохода по своим активам, создание условий будущего успешного развития, и
повышение качества нанятого персонала из-за решения вопросов качества жизни
в своем городе, повышение доверия и инвестиций.
(adapted from:https://studwood.ru/802195/menedzhment/sotsialnaya_otvetstvennost_organizatsii)
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Ex. 14. Role play. Work in groups of three. Each of you is a PR-manager who has
to write a pitch about your company’s achievement in the area of CSR.
1) Choose your company from the list of 14 organizations below.
2) Read the introduction and prepare your speech in which you will have to focus on
the Seven Key principles of CSR. Deliver you speeches in your group and decide
whose company has the best PR-CSR campaign. Share the results of your group with
the other students.
3) When you write a speech, you are to use at least ten verbs and word combinations
from the Grammar Revision.
Introduction: Many of today's consumers care about more than just the quality of your
products. They are paying attention to what your company supports, how you create
your products and the impact you have on the environment. It's important to consumers
that companies demonstrate corporate social responsibility. In fact, a 2015 Neilsen
survey found that nearly two-thirds of global consumers are willing to pay more for
sustainably made products. Customers want to know that their money is going toward
something good. Many businesses will advertise charitable initiatives, such as annual
fundraisers for a cause or a volunteer project their staff worked on. But consumers love
companies that weave social responsibility into their entire business model.
The Seven Key Principles, advocated as the roots of socially responsible behavior,
are: accountability, transparency, ethical behavior, respect for stakeholder interests
(stakeholders are individuals or groups who are affected by, or have the ability to
impact, the organization's actions), respect for the rule of law, respect for international
norms of behavior, respect for human rights.
The list of the companies: Here are 14 examples of organizations that put social good
at the heart of their business.
1.Accessibility Partners. Many people take their computers, smartphones and tablets for granted,
but for those with disabilities, using these technologies can present significant
challenges. Accessibility Partners works with private and public information technology
manufacturing companies, federal agencies and other organizations to test and review products that
make IT accessible to individuals with disabilities. More than 70 percent of the company's employees
have disabilities themselves, so the company promotes disability advocacy in all of its operations.
2.Bravelets. When Stephanie Hanson learned her mother had breast cancer, she tried to put on a brave
face. She wanted to create something for her family to remind them to be courageous in the wake of
this cancer diagnosis. That's when she created Bravelets. Its mission is to help people be strong during
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tough times. They achieve this by selling jewelry with the words "Be brave" etched on it. The
company donates 10 percent of each sale to a cause you select at checkout. Some causes Bravelets
supports include the Cure Alzheimer's Fund, the National Alliance on Mental Illnesses, the Lung
Cancer Alliance, the American Cancer Society, Anxiety Awareness, the National Autism Association
and much more. To date, Bravelets has donated about $3 million to different charities.
3.Children Inspire Design. Artist and mother Rebecca Peragine began selling her whimsical wall
art, cards and posters to promote environmental education for children. In addition to using recycled
materials, eco-friendly inks and biodegradable packaging for Peragine's original designs, Children
Inspire Design sells handcrafted paper ornaments made by a women's cooperative in Mexico as well
as a special poster whose full proceeds go to support the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrtition.
4.The Elephant Pants. The Elephant Pants sells pants, accessories, cardigans and dresses made in
Chiang Mai, Thailand, by a team paid twice the minimum wage. Most products are made with bright
fabrics with elephants printed on each item. The company donates one dollar for every product sold,
and has donated more than $145,000 to organizations dedicated to saving elephants since it was
founded in 2014.
5.The Giving Keys. As a "pay it forward company," The Giving Keys employs people who are
transitioning out of homelessness and provides full-time jobs at a living wage. With each job, the
company offers benefits as well as paid time off for housing, education and case-management
appointments. The company sells jewelry with an inspirational word engraved on the item, such as
"Dream," "Create," or "Inspire." The Giving Keys encourages people to embrace their word and then
pay it forward by giving the product to someone who needs the message.
6.Headbands of Hope. After a life-changing internship at the Make-A-Wish Foundation, Jessica
Ekstrom wanted to continue helping children with life-threatening illnesses by starting her own
business. Her company, Headbands of Hope, sells made-in-the-U.S. headbands. For every headband
sold, it donates 10 percent to childhood cancer charities and gives a headband to a child with cancer.
HOH has donated headbands to every children's hospital in the United States.
7.Juntos. This ethically conscious fashion startup designed a shoe inspired by traditional Ecuadorean
canvas shoes. For each pair sold, Juntos donates a supply-filled backpack to an at-risk Ecuadorean
child to help him or her participate more fully and effectively in school.
8.Krochet Kids. Years ago, three high school friends with a shared love of snow sports learned to
crochet their own headwear. Though they sold custom creations to classmates, Krochet Kids fizzled
out when the guys went to college – until they realized teaching their skill in developing countries
could help break the cycle of poverty. The company earned its nonprofit status in 2008, and today,
Krochet Kids is helping more than 150 Ugandans and Peruvians earn a fair wage through the sale of
crocheted goods.
9.Love Your Melon. Love Your Melon's mission is to give a hat to every child in America who is
battling cancer and to support nonprofit organizations researching a cure for pediatric cancer. The
company sells hats and scarfs, and donates 50 percent of their profits to cancer research initiatives.
The company has donated more than $2.8 million and 120,000 hats since it was founded in 2012.
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10.Out of Africa. Customers of cosmetics company Out of Africa do more than just purchase highquality shea butter skin care products; they also help improve the quality of life for West African
women and children. A portion of Out of Africa's proceeds is donated to organizations that provide
education and medical care to children, and the company regularly donates to women's cooperatives
that create jobs in West Africa.
11.Prime Five Homes. Homes built by Prime Five Homes aren't your typical houses. Each of these
modern, sustainable homes is equipped to use less energy, gas and water, so buyers know they're
moving into a property that's better for the environment. A portion of all sales goes to the company's
nonprofit arm, the Dream Builders Project, which provides services and monetary donations to select
charities.
12.Rainbow Light. Founded in 1981, Rainbow Light started out selling spirulina nutritional
supplements to health-conscious consumers. In addition to expanding its line of natural supplements,
the company has been committed to improving the health of its customers, trade partners, global
community and the planet. As part of its Circle of Care initiative, Rainbow Light helps fight global
malnutrition with its supplements through Vitamin Angels, a nonprofit that delivers vitamins to atrisk mothers and babies. It uses 100 percent recycled and recyclable BPA-free packaging. Rainbow
Light has donated more than 40 million prenatal tablets since its inception.
13.Sand Cloud. Sand Cloud is a beach lifestyle company that sells beach towels, blankets and other
accessories. Founded in 2014, Sand Cloud donates 10 percent of profits back to marine life
preservation. It has partnered with nonprofits such as the Marine Conservation Institute, the Surfrider
Foundation, the Pacific Marine Mammal Center, San Diego Coastkeepers and the Hawaii Wildlife
Fund.
14.Wanderer Bracelets. Wanderer Bracelets sells products that are hand carved in a hut in Bali by
local artists. Since the company was founded in 2014, Wanderer Bracelets has created jobs for more
than 150 people living in Bali who are paid three times the local standard wage. Each bracelet is
created with all-natural, repurposed water buffalo bone.
(adapted
from:
businesses.html)

https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/5499-examples-socially-responsible-

Ex. 15. Present a case study illustrating an example of PR-CSR teamwork.
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Unit 2. Implementing CSR by PR-managers
Ex. 1. Read the quotations and comment on them.
“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing about”.
Benjamin Franklin
“Next to doing the right thing, the most important thing is to let people know you are
doing the right thing”.
John D. Rockefeller
Ex. 2. Read the text. Put the paragraphs (from a to f) in the correct order. The first
two paragraphs (1 and 2) and the last one (9) are already done for you. Make a
glossary of professional terms.
Values of CSR
1.Here we will explore seven critical dimensions in which ‘shapeshifting’ (i.e.
transformation) needs to occur in order to create sustainable and responsible
companies. To make things more fun and interesting, the metaphor of elephants and
lions is used. Elephants are used as symbols of sustainable and responsible companies,
i.e. those with good CSR, and lions represent unsustainable and irresponsible
companies, i.e. those with bad CSR or no CSR.
The seven elements where CSR implementation needs to take place are in
relation to: values, vision, work, governance, relationships, communication and
services.
2.Unfortunately, a lot of companies still embody values of exclusion. Many big
corporates are, in fact, anti-competition? Profit maximisation rests on domination and
monopoly control. Hence, alive and well in a wide variety of boardrooms are the
principles of self-preservation, paranoid secrecy, cold-blooded rationality, materialistic
greed, egotistical empire building, distrustful stakeholder relationships, organised
pack-hunting, strict don’t-step-out-of-line hierarchies and inequitable class and gender
divisions.
a) Of course, many pension funds and other investors argue that, given the current rules
of the game, they want their investments to behave like carnivores because that way
they get the best returns. They would be horrified if the CEO got up at an annual general
meeting and announced he was going to give half the growth in earnings towards
fighting the war against HIV/AIDS. For this very reason, we need multi-level
shapeshifting. A lonely elephant has little if no chance of beating the lions, especially
if the odds are stacked against her. The tragedy is that most people spend their
childhood being taught to become elephants – to be kind, considerate, gentle, generous,
https://izd-mn.com/
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trusting, fair, friendly, selfless and cooperative. Then they get snatched away from their
supportive family environment and find themselves in the clutches of a more ruthless
master – the economy, the company, the boss, the bank. Very quickly, they unlearn
their homemade values. They are taught to distrust their caring instincts and to forsake
their former beliefs as feeble naivety. They are shown how dangerous and unfriendly
the world is, full of hungry competitors and harsh conditions. They are bullied into
‘getting tough’ in order to survive.
b) This may sound overly like a Disney caricature of the evil antagonist. But if you
step back and think about the corporate environment and the way in which managers
behave and acquisitions happen, it starts to feel uncomfortably true. Don’t get me
wrong. I am not saying that business is the root of all evil, or that business people are
devils in disguise. I am part of the scene myself. What I am saying is that the economy
and business have adopted the lion persona so completely that the life of hunger and
hunting and killing has come to feel perfectly natural. You see, the lion is not cruel; it
is just being what it is – a carnivore. The difference is that business is not genetically
programmed to be a predator. Neither are the people who make up companies.
c) In fact, I believe that most people - even people like General Electric’s former CEO
‘Neutron Jack’ - are elephants at heart. One thing Jack Welch did, which you simply
don’t see from other CEOs, was to handwrite thank-you notes to his employees when
he thought they’d done something special. Most CEOs only communicate with staff
lower down if they’re in for a roasting. Sadly, the majority of management take off
their elephant masks as they leave home in the morning and put on their lion masks. It
may not feel natural or comfortable; but it is expected. When in the lion country,
pretend to be a lion or you may get spotted and end up as someone else’s lunch!
Keeping up our feline facade is only possible because we find ways to dissociate
ourselves from our harmful actions. We trick ourselves into thinking that decisions –
like sacking people in the interests of efficiency, refusing a charity request or killing
off a piece of nature – are not personal. We rationalise that we are pawns on the
chequer-board of the economy,
the international markets, the shareholders, the budget, the performance appraisal form,
or the corporate bonus system. Hence, while dishing out pain to others, we go on to
accept a healthy salary increase and additional perks for ourselves.
d) Elephant companies do not allow their people to hide behind convenient corporate
masks. They do not profess values that they do not believe in or practice. Instead, they
make it uncomfortable to think or act like a lion. Not by writing warm fuzzy value
statements, or by throwing the rulebook at transgressors. Instead, they use two oldfashioned, tried and tested techniques – leading by example and applying collective
moral pressure.
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e) Take America’s popular ice-cream chain, Ben & Jerry’s Homemade Inc., for
example. Since equity in the workplace was one of their fundamental values, the
founders insisted on a top to bottom salary ratio of 7:1. Although the arrival of a new
CEO in 1995 pushed up the ratio to 14:1, this was still commendably egalitarian
compared with the rest of corporate America where CEOs were earning on average 85
times more than their employees (today it is more like four times that ratio). Staff
diversity was another value, but not just on paper. By the mid-1990s, the number of
minorities employed at Ben & Jerry’s was 3%, almost double the 1.8% that made up
the Vermont population. Three per cent of professionals and managers were also from
minority groups, including the CEO. The percentage of women in senior and
professional positions was 40% and the company paid senior women 37.5% more than
the national average.
f) Then we feed on another course of equally self-serving illusions – like the idea that
managers are more valuable than workers; or that only those who create the wealth
should share in the spoils; or that there have to be winners and losers; and if there were
no material incentives, who would work? Giving is another instance in which Ben &
Jerry’s put their money where their values are. In one year they committed as much as
7.5% of pre-tax profits in donations to charity, compared with around 1% for the U.S.
food and manufacturing sector as a whole. Seeking to live up to their social
responsibility values, Ben & Jerry’s have also invited a succession of social
responsibility experts over the years to publish an independent commentary on the
company’s social performance.
9. Another great example of elephant values in action is Brazil’s largest marine
and food-processing machinery manufacturer, Semco. Under the innovative leadership
of company president Ricardo Semler, Semco lives and breathes three fundamental
values – democracy, shared prosperity and transparency. These values are based on the
notion of giving employees control over their own lives. ‘We hire adults,’ says Semler
(1993) in his autobiography Maverick, ‘and then we treat them like adults.’ Semco has
done away with hourly pay and now everyone gets a monthly salary, which they are
allowed to participate in setting themselves. Semco distributes a half-yearly salary
market survey and says: ‘Figure out where you stand on this thing. You know what
you do; you know what everyone else in the company makes; you know what you need;
you know what’s fair. Come back on Monday and tell us what to pay you.’ Twice a
year, they put aside over 20% of the after-tax profit on each division and decide – by
simply majority vote – what to do with it. In most units the decision has ended up being
one of equal distribution among all the workers in the division. Hence, the person who
sweeps the floor gets as much as the division’s partner.
(adapted from “Corporate sustainability and responsibility” by Wayne Visser)
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Ex. 3. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the following:
плотоядное животное, самовлюблённый, максимизация прибыли основывается
на доминировании и монопольном контроле, придерживающиеся строгого
порядка монополии, охота на неугодных, их принуждают стать жестокими,
пешки на шахматной доске экономики, оценка эффективности, приносить боль
другим, значительная прибавка к зарплате, делиться добычей, исповедовать
ценности, равноправный, устойчивость и ответственность.
Retell the text using the vocabulary from the exercise.
Ex. 4. Let’s discuss:
1. How would you describe the values that are reflected by the majority of companies
in your country or city? Are they elephant-values or lion-values?
2. What would you choose as the top 3 values that are most important for practicing
genuine CSR?
3. Can you describe an organisation (other than those cited above) that fully embraces
the elephant-like values of sustainability and responsibility?
Ex. 5. Work in groups of three. Each of you will read his or her part of the text, write
down professional terms from his or her part of the text and get ready to retell the
part to the members of the group.
Work: An Elephants Playground?
Part 1. Having a leader’s inspiring vision is one thing, but it is like whistling in the
wind unless people in the workplace are able to express their own inherent magic –
their creativity and imagination, their values and passions. As Anita Roddick once said,
‘People become motivated when you guide them to the source of their own power.’
And yet lion companies don’t seem all that interested in the personal magic of their
employees. The problem is that magic is, well, a bit unpredictable (and a tad scary too).
It cannot be reliably channelled in service of the almighty buck. And it usually involves
a lot of flaky intuition and gooey emotions. After all, how can hunting be efficient if it
is subject to the whims of a muse or constantly distracted by feelings of compassion
for the other animals? No, when employees are at work, they must be constantly
reminded of their mission: that they are lions hunting down prey – be it customers,
market share, profits, or anything that glitters. They must focus on the corporate
mission, the sales objectives, the quarterly review. Time is money. Therefore, they
must be strongly discouraged from spending any work-time on socialising, resting,
playing, eating, or attending to personal matters. They must do those things after hours
(as if life after work doesn’t really take place in real time).
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The ideal employee of the lion company is one who arrives at work (early),
checks in his or her personal life at the door, and goes straight into profit-making
overdrive. It helps with the focus if they can switch off their feelings as well, since
work is a place for rational individuals. And as for creativity and intuition, it’s not that
they are bad as such. It’s just that they are so difficult to control, and they don’t translate
easily into data tables and bar charts. If the truth be told, they’re just not very macho.
There is a problem of course – humans! We are not machines or computers. In
fact, we almost insist on being unfocused. And, as a general rule, we are not very
rational either. We have emotions, not to mention all our distracting demands – no
work on weekends, big chunks of idle leave, irresponsible bouts of illness and pension
payments when we become worn out. That’s why lion companies have ingeniously
invented a multitude of bribery mechanisms (incremental salary increases, incentive
bonuses, pretentious job titles, offices with a door and even a view) and behavioural
rules (policies, procedures, systems). In return, of course many
employees of
lion companies adopt their own version of lion-like behaviour. When they go to the
office, they ‘go to war’ with all their rivals. Or they work to rule. Or they chisel extras
out of their travel and expense accounts on the basis that if the company is going to be
a predator, they can be too.
Elephant companies, on the other hand, do something that is almost
unimaginable. They accept humans as humans. They don’t try to turn us into machines.
In fact, they encourage us to express all aspects of our humanness. For example, they
realise that we function according to natural rhythms, not artificial clock time – we all
have cycles of productivity over the course of a day. We are also remarkably good at
multi-processing and multi-tasking: it stimulates us and keeps us from getting tired,
bored and unproductive. In an elephant work environment, there is no fussing about
start times and end times, or being in the office versus working at home. There is no
need to feel guilty about attending to the odd ‘distraction’. Employees don’t build up
stress as they do in lion companies where various bits and pieces of life are being
neglected – like family and household chores and personal banking.
Don’t get me wrong: elephant companies do not offer a licence for slackness and
corruption. By treating their staff as responsible adults, people apply their codes of
conduct to themselves that are probably stricter than the external rules would be. They
feel a sense of duty. They have self-discipline. Thus, it is often hard to tell ‘work’ apart
from ‘personal’ or ‘fun’ or any other lifestyle choice in an elephant company, whereas
lion companies prefer to put us in boxes.
Part 2. Elephants’ fuzziness is very frustrating to a lion manager of course. Elephants
seem to just mosey around all day, nibbling a bit of this, dusting a bit of that, chatting
to some friends here, splashing around in a mud hole there. They are not focused on
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the prey at all. Look at all that time they take for family bonding, for having fun in the
water, for catching up with the gossip from passing friends. There’s none of the stress
of being a hunter. Mind you, they don’t starve. In fact, they seem to do very well despite
not being obsessed about food. Mmm, interesting! One CEO of an elephant company
has Walt Disney mementoes all around his office which he calls his play-room. In
particular, he has a large effigy of Mickey Mouse next to his desk. This is to remind all
the important people that come to see him that he is head of a Mickey Mouse company
that wants to have some fun!
Semco allows its employees to control their own working conditions. Time
clocks have been eliminated, and people come and go according to their own
schedules – even on the factory floor. The result is greater spontaneous coordination
between workers, and more people who can now do several jobs. Interestingly,
although they set their own schedules and targets (or perhaps because they do), they
tend to work longer hours to meet them. The success of this ‘factory floor flexi-time’
is summed up by one of Semler’s comments: ‘When we introduced flexible hours, we
decided to hold regular follow up meetings to track problems and decide how to deal
with abuses and production interruptions. That was years ago, and we haven’t yet held
that first meeting.’
So, working like an elephant is not about becoming completely scattered and
ineffective. It is about being flexible, discovering the most appropriate times to work
and play and socialise, or to do a combination of these. When we reconnect with our
natural rhythms and apply them to our work, we play to our own individual strengths.
At the same time, we work out ways to find a harmonious blend with each other’s
natural cycles. This increases, not decreases, our productivity. The reason is that we
are not spending vast amounts of energy fighting our own natural tendencies.
At the moment, most of us in lion workplaces feel obliged to persevere with
rolling rocks up a hill in the morning, even though we know that in the afternoon the
landscape will be flatter and the rocks will feel lighter. Shapeshifting will mean
sloughing off some of the lion’s control-freak habits, trusting others more, and having
a less regimented environment.
Being human at work is also about being able to be ourselves – our whole selves.
Lion companies take their cue from neo-classical economics and assume that people
are ‘free rational utility-maximizing individuals’. It is not difficult to diagnose whether
your company is a lion or an elephant. Just count the number of times words like ‘love’
and ‘caring’ and ‘morality’ crop up in management meetings; or how often people feel
comfortable enough to cry at the office.
Former head of chemical giant ICI once said that the word ‘love’ was as threatening in
business as talking about an unexpected liability on the balance sheet.
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Part 3. For lions, displaying toughness is all-important. And toughness means
dominating meetings and markets, intimidating suppliers and competitors, controlling
situations and people. Toughness means showing intellectual superiority and
aggressive ambition and not letting emotions cloud your judgement. Elephants, on the
other hand, are led by matriarchs. Emotions are openly displayed within the herd – be
they affection, grief or delight. Extrasensory perception is constantly relied upon.
Nurturing intimate relationships is all-important.
Trying to turn complex, variable humans into rational, predictable machines has
left many people feeling like prisoners, trapped in their jobs, unable to be who they
really are. Certainly, given the choice, it is not how they would choose to spend their
life. But there’s the mortgage to think about, the school fees, the parents’ expectations.
Even beyond that, so many people I talk to experience feelings of existential crisis in
their work.
One thing that would help with the existential crisis in business would be a
switch from the present focus on ‘jobs’ to the old idea of ‘vocations’. A job is
something you do to earn money to get by. It is a means to an end. Thus, people often
end up ‘living for the weekend’ or counting down the days to their retirement. A
vocation, on the other hand, is a life pursuit that you do out of a sense of calling, a
feeling of being uniquely suited for performing a certain kind of work. Mythologist
Joseph Campbell talked about ‘following your bliss’ (Campbell & Moyer, 1991). How
many people can use that word – bliss – to describe their work? Pursuing a vocation
should not be mistaken for some kind of hallucinatory happiness trip, free of all cares,
worries, stresses or difficulties. In many ways, following your bliss is more difficult,
because it entails soul searching, tenacious endurance, constant questioning, facing
fears, shrugging off securities and stretching every fibre of your being. The difference
is that it feels like a personal quest, a freely chosen path, a journey with a purpose.
Intuitively, we are all searching for this Holy Grail in our careers, hobbies or voluntary
work.
The experiences of Victor Frankl (2006), outlined in his book “Man’s Search for
Meaning”, provide some insight into this heartfelt yearning of ours to make something
meaningful of our work. Frankl, a trained psychiatrist, survived four Nazi
concentration camps, and noticed that people can endure the most trying and horrific
circumstances if they can discover and nurture a sense of personal meaning. When
there is something to believe in, the human spirit triumphs over physical hardship or
emotional trauma. The ‘something’ can be anything – the achievement of a personal
goal, the development of a particular skill, the creation of something unique or
beautiful, or the pursuit of a spiritual quest. But the essential thing is that it is a personal
belief. No one can tell you what should inspire you or motivate you. No one can
brainwash you into discovering meaning in your work. No one can pre-select your
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vocation for you. Of course, the lion economy makes the pursuit of vocations very
difficult. Round people are put in square holes because nobody consulted them about
their true desires. Hence, once again, the need for multi-level shapeshifting.
(adapted from “Corporate sustainability and responsibility” by Wayne Visser)

Ex. 6. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the following:
врождённая магия, немного страшно, всемогущий доллар, сентиментальные
эмоции, причудливая интуиция, капризы вдохновения, сострадание к другим,
преследовать добычу, сосредоточиться на корпоративной миссии, заниматься
личными делами, оставить личную жизнь за дверьми, сразу приступить к
изнуряющей гонке за прибылью, работать по правилам, регулярная прибавка к
зарплате, командировочные и представительские расходы, поощрительные
бонусы, обманывать.
Ex. 7. Let’s discuss:
1. What tasks in the workplace are most suited to right-brain thinking and what requires
more left-brain orientation?
2. Describe what a truly caring workplace would look like. How would it differ from
an uncaring workplace?
3. What is the link between the pursuit of CSR and the search for meaning or purpose
in life by employees?
Grammar Revision
The Infinitive Constructions. The Complex Subject
The complex subject consists of a subject, a predicate and an infinitive, for example:
Philanthropy is known to have been practiced for centuries. Известно, что
благотворительностью занимаются с давних пор.
The Complex Subject is used with the following verbs and word combinations:
1.verbs in the
Passive
denoting
sense
perception
2. verbs in the
Passive
denoting
mental
activity:

be seen, be heard, be noticed, etc.

The car was seen to
be speeding up.
Видели, как машина
набирает скорость.

be thought, be expected, be
considered, be believed, be
supposed, be known, etc.

He is considered to
have been one of the
forerunners of CSR.
Считается, что он
был одним из
основателей
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корпоративной
социальной
ответственности.
3. verbs in the be said, be reported, be
She is said to
Passive
announced, be asked, be allowed, establish local
denoting the
be stated, etc.
business linkages in
message idea:
the area.
Говорят, что она
устанавливает
местные деловые
связи в этом
регионе.
4.word groups be (un)likely (вряд ли, вероятно), You are unlikely to
denoting the be sure (наверняка, бесспорно), have seen her
event
be certain (несомненно), be
yesterday.
probability
bound (обязательно)
Ты вряд ли виделся
с ней вчера.
5.verbs in the seem,appear (казаться) happen,
They seem to have
Active
chance (случайно оказаться,
forgotten about
случаться)
business’s obligations
turn out (неожиданно
to the society.
обнаружиться)
Кажется, они
prove (обнаружиться в
забыли об
результате испытания или
обязательствах
использования)
бизнеса перед
обществом.
The Infinitive in the Complex Subject is used in all its forms:
1) A future action: She is certain to see me tomorrow. Мы с ней обязательно
встретимся завтра. A future action can be expressed only with: be expected,
be sure, be certain, be (un)likely.
2) A past action (an action which is prior to the action expressed by the finite
verb): He is bound to have seen you yesterday. Он наверняка видел тебя
вчера.
3) A present action: The task proves to be urgent (The task proves urgent).
Оказывается, задача срочная. After the verbs: prove, seem, appear the verb to
be can be omitted.
4) An action in progress: You seem to be looking at me. Кажется, что ты
смотришь на меня.
5) An action which is prior to the action expressed by the finite verb and
continues up to now: The child is known to have been learning English since
childhood. Известно, что этот ребенок изучает английский с детства.
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Ex. 8. Translate the sentences into English, using The Complex Subject Infinitive
Constructions and the active vocabulary from Ex. 1.
1) Известно, что максимизация прибыли основывается на монопольном
доминировании и контроле. 2) Неожиданно обнаружилось, что
генеральный директор выступил на ежегодном собрании коллектива. 3)
Вряд ли он объявит о своем решении отдать половину прибыли компании
на борьбу с ВИЧ. 4) Говорят, что в детстве большинство людей учатся
быть добрыми, внимательными, учтивыми, щедрыми, справедливыми и
дружелюбными. 5) Считают, что, когда человек из теплой семейной
обстановки попадает в жестокую реальность бизнеса, ему приходится
забыть о своих домашних ценностях. 6) Это только кажется, что для того,
чтобы выжить, человека надо принудить стать жестоким и безжалостным.
7) На собрании объявили, что наши сотрудники получают значительную
прибавку к зарплате уже больше года. 8) Оказывается, что он сейчас
говорит о методах оценки эффективности работы сотрудников. 9) Раньше
полагали, что справедливость на рабочем месте была одной из основных
ценностей этой корпорации. 10) Несомненно то, что наш генеральный
директор все это годы исповедовал ценности устойчивости и
ответственности.
Ex. 9. Paraphrase the sentences using the model:
Model: It is unlikely that you will return the day after tomorrow.
You are unlikely to return the day after tomorrow.
1) It appears that good employees express their own inherent magic, their creativity,
values and passion at work. 2) It is sure that it was a tad scary for the employer to allow
people to rely on their flaky intuition and gooey emotions. 3) It was unlikely that he
had attended to his personal matters at the meeting. 4) It is thought that in the 30-ies
the ideal employee of the company was one who arrived at work early and went straight
into profit-making overdrive. 5) It seemed that I was able to check in my personal life
at the door. 6) It has always been believed that work is a place for rational individuals.
7) It happens that by treating their staff as responsible adults, people apply their codes
of conduct to themselves that are probably stricter than the external rules would be.
8) Many years ago it was supposed that the more pretentious job title a man had, the
higher salary he deserved. 9) It is reported that he has chiseled out his company of
travel and expense accounts. 10) It turns out that although we worked to rules, we
didn’t have incentive bonuses.
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Ex. 10. Recognizing how important social responsibility is to their customers, many
companies now focus on and practice a few broad categories of CSR:
1.environmental efforts, 2.philanthropy, 3.ethical labor practices, 4.volunteering.
Match these points (1-4) with their descriptions (a-d). Discuss which category of CSR
is the most important and which is the least important in Russia.
a) Businesses can also practice social responsibility by donating money, products
or services to social causes. Larger companies tend to have a lot of resources that
can benefit charities and local community programs.
b) By treating employees fairly and ethically, companies can also demonstrate their
corporate social responsibility. This is especially true of businesses that operate
in international locations with labor laws that differ from those in the United
States.
c) One primary focus of corporate social responsibility is the environment.
Businesses regardless of size have a large carbon footprint. Any steps they can
take to reduce those footprints are considered both good for the company and
society.
d) Attending volunteer events says a lot about a company's sincerity. By doing good
deeds without expecting anything in return, companies can express their concern
for specific issues and support for certain organizations.
Ex. 11. Read the text and rewrite it using The Complex Subject Infinitive
Constructions wherever possible.
CSR in Russia
Formation of the Russian national model of corporate social responsibility
(CSR) to meet contemporary conditions, principles and requirements in doing
business, is just at the initial stage. In native publications, due attention to this issue
has been paid only in the last few years, therefore in Russia there is insufficient number
of analytical and statistical studies, compared with those that are regularly held in the
West. The lack of detailed studies on the mentioned problems is also stipulated by
historical features of association between government and business.
During Soviet times, the entire burden of social responsibility laid on enterprises:
they exercised socially significant projects in the regions, where they directly operated.
With the transition to a market economy, these responsibilities were delegated to the
municipal and regional authorities and most of the social programs were virtually
stopped.
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At the beginning of XXI century, with the growth of budget revenues and people
welfare, the issue concerning business role in the implementation of socially important
projects regained its relevance. It can be stated that in Russia not just theory, but the
practice of corporate social responsibility is in the making. Just several years ago, the
Russian business community did not recognize the value of corporate responsibility
and the practice of companies in this area was limited to occasional claims on
adherence to the principles of ethics and to one-time charity.
Today, however, the idea of social responsibility is known to Russian business
to some extent and in some companies it is understood not only in words but in deeds.
Based on an assessment of nonfinancial reporting one can summarize the scores in
order to make companies’ tentative rating. Most full are the reports of OJSC "Tatneft"
and OJSC "MMC Norilsk Nickel", the third is OJSC "Nizhnekamskneftekhim".
(adapted
from:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/285752611_Evaluation_of_corporate_social_responsibility_of_Ru
ssian_companies_based_on_nonfinancial_reporting)

Ex. 12. Read and render the text into English using The Complex Subject Infinitive
Constructions to translate the words in italics.
Известно, что переход к рыночной экономике повлиял на развитие
российских компаний, которые осознали потребность в положительных
отношениях
с
государственными
органами,
стейкхолдерами
(заинтересованными лицами), а также при взаимодействии с зарубежными
партнерами. Полагают, что одним из таких инструментов положительных
взаимоотношений стали социальные отчеты крупных компаний. Бесспорно, что
для них они также стали особым инструментом маркетинга, планирования и
оценки деятельности организации.
На практике обнаружилось, что социальный отчет — это не только
публичный инструмент информирования целевых аудиторий и общественности
в целом о том, как, какими темпами и с какими результатами компания реализует
заложенные в своих стратегических планах развития цели в отношении
социальной политики, экономической устойчивости и стабильности, но это и
процесс, в котором объединены исследовательские, управленческие и
аналитические процедуры, направленные на повышение эффективности
социальной, производственной и финансовой деятельности компании
посредством составления и публикации корпоративного социального отчета.
Отмечают, что социальный отчет становится результатом длительного диалога
с различными группами заинтересованных сторон, в нем обобщаются различные
мнения, фиксируются определенные обязательства компании перед всеми
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заинтересованными субъектами: государством, потребителем, партнерами и др.
Также корпоративная социальная отчётность обязательно включает в себя
достоверные и полные сведения об общественной деятельности корпораций,
позволяет стать связующим звеном в цепи «бизнес-государство». Как сообщают
исследователи, социальная отчетность позволяет: 1) комплексно представлять
общественности экономические, экологические и социальные результаты
деятельности компаний; 2) вести диалог со всеми заинтересованными
сторонами, выявлять их оценки и ожидания. Компании, представляющие социальный отчёт, несомненно получают возможность узнать ожидания своих
ключевых партнёров (в первую очередь — государства); обеспечить учёт этих
ожиданий при корректировке социальных программ; показать в практической
деятельности, что корпорация учитывает интересы своих деловых партнёров;
3) получать дополнительные конкурентные преимущества; 4) улучшить
рейтинги, в частности рейтинги корпоративного управления, что, в свою
очередь, способствует привлечению заемного капитала для компании;
5) получить возможность привлечения более дешевых и “длинных” займов
(например, получение кредитов от банков, следующих “принципам Экватора”,
невозможно без оценки уровня экологической ответственности); 6) повысить
степень доверия в отношениях компании с заинтересованными сторонами, что
позволяет предотвращать потенциальные угрозы и конфликты с
заинтересованными сторонами; 7) создавать основу для разработки стратегии
развития компании.
Оказалось, что такая отчётность вносит коррективы и в сам процесс
управления бизнесом: пожелания общества для компаний, использующих в
своей деятельности социальную отчётность, становятся основой для принятия
управленческих решений.
(Adapted from: https://sovman.ru/article/6604/)

Ex. 13. Read the paragraph below and try to predict which CSR award is the most
popular among businesses in the world.
Business awards. Your business could also look at entering business awards that
recognise and promote businesses that excel with corporate social responsibility
projects. Potential awards your business could enter include:
-

International CSR Excellence Awards
Global Good Awards
Business in the Community’s Responsible Business Awards
Guardian Sustainable Business Awards
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Ethical Corporation Responsible Business Awards

Find and present background information about one of the awards. Discuss whether
your predictions were correct.
Ex. 14. Role play. Global Good Company of the Year Award.
You will need from 2 to 4 judges and from 6 to 12 PR representatives of the
organizations that would like to enter the award.
Step 1 – 5 minutes. Judges and PR managers read the text “Category description”
about the criteria of the award.
Step 2 – 15 minutes. Students may prepare for this step at home or may just work on
spot with the information which they have in the exercise.
Judges work together and write down ten questions which they are going to
ask the PR managers. They should add comments to their questions and use The
Complex Subject Infinitive Constructions. They should also prepare a form to fill
with the business’ information about 4 criteria of the award during the interview.
PR managers choose their organizations from the list below and prepare an
application describing the merits of their businesses taking into account the criteria
of the award. You can come up with as much information about your business as
possible.
Step 3 – an interview – 10 minutes. Each judge works with from 2 to 3 PR managers
simultaneously asking them questions and filling in the form with the information
about 4 criteria of the award.
Step 4 – 10 minutes.
Judges work together discussing the results of the interview. They should call
the winner.
PR managers change their partners and tell their new partners about their
interview trying to predict the results.
Step 5 – 5 minutes. Frontal discussion of the results.
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Category Description
If your corporation, of over 250 staff, has developed an effective and
comprehensive purpose driven sustainability programme that is credible, results
driven, addresses your core business function and reinforces your commitment to
operating in an economically, socially and environmentally responsible manner, then
your organisation, is eligible to enter this award.
The award is for the organisation which has developed multiple aspects of its
sustainability and social impact initiatives and will be judged primarily on activities
and progress within a new or existing programme in 2016-18 although activities started
before and those ongoing will be taken into account if significant development has
been achieved within the 2016-18 time frame. The scope of relevant activities includes
innovation, promotion of employee well-being, reduction of carbon footprint,
improving the sustainability of processes in the workplace, community engagement,
protection of the natural environment, supply chain, partnership, governance and
leadership.
The award will be presented to the organisation delivering effective activities
and initiatives creating a powerful corporate sustainability and socially impact. This
can include recently started activities to change processes, to benchmark successes with
an emphasis on whole-life impact of products and services, and to encourage clients
and third parties to incorporate sustainable practices into the delivery of their processes,
services and resources.
Judges will be looking for evidence of the following points within the supplied
application form (weighting percentages in brackets):
1. The organisation’s initiatives and activities demonstrating their commitment to
purpose driven sustainability for innovation and creativity, improving core
business practices and showing support at senior management level; (40%)
2. The measurement of impact on employee well-being (learning, development,
skilled volunteering and behaviour change) and the wider positive impact on the
local community through their social impact, pro-bono charity support and
donations; (25%)
3. The measurement and reduction of the organisation’s carbon footprint, waste
management and overall positive impact on the environment; (20%)
4. The motivation, engagement and participation of partners, supporters and supply
chain to change organisational practices as a result of being involved in projects;
(15%)
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The list of the businesses
1.Penguin Random House UK
WriteNow. WriteNow is a nationwide campaign created by Penguin Random House UK to
ensure the books and authors we publish better reflect the society we live in. It aims to find,
mentor and publish new writers from communities under-represented on the nation’s
bookshelves, including writers from BAME (Black, Asian, Minority Ethnic) or LGBTQ (Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer) communities, writers who have a disability, or come from a socioeconomically marginalised background. Established in 2016, the programme has welcomed 300
writers to six regional events across the UK, received nearly 5,000 applications from writers
around the country and led to 3 writers so far being published.
2.Thames Water and Action for River Kennet (ARK)
Water Matters. Thames Water and Action for the River Kennet (ARK) have run a successful
community partnership programme since 2011, under the titles ‘Care for the Kennet’ and ‘Water
Matters’. The overall aim is to encourage long-term behaviour change to keep the water
environment healthy by raising awareness of the value of water, reducing water consumption and
reducing river pollution to promote biodiversity. There are a variety of innovative and creative
workshops available to schools and community groups including river field trips, water matters
talks and raising trout/eels to be released into the River Kennet.
3.Because International
The Shoe that grows. The Shoe That Grows is an innovative shoe that grows right along with
growing kids. It expands 5 sizes and lasts for years – protecting feet and helping kids challenged
by extreme poverty in developing nations to be more healthy, attend school more often, and be
more confident. The Shoe That Grows is produced at a local factory in Ethiopia and brings
employment to families through production, warehousing, and distribution. We fight the negative
cycle of poverty with the positive cycle of innovation.
4.Binti International
Every Girl Deserves Dignity. We design community projects that manufacture sanitary towels
that are: DISPOSABLE – By locally producing and selling low-cost, affordable and disposable
sanitary towels that are biodegradable and eco-friendly. Raw materials for production will be
sourced locally and they will be manufactured alongside disposable towels to increase cost
efficiency. REUSABLE – By locally producing hygienic sanitary towels that can be reused and
recycled through a simple wash and dry, making them practical and cost effective.
SUSTAINABLE – Binti focuses on increasing sustainability by hiring local women to produce
and sell sanitary towels using Solar energy to power most of our workshops. Alongside our
production facilities, Binti aims to educate by providing educational programmes with long term
goal to change perceptions and dispel shame and taboos around periods.
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5.Tata Consultancy Services
TCS Digital Explorers – ‘Experience Work’. Work experience for a typical 16 year-old is
synonymous with photocopying, making drinks and chair swivelling at ones parents/relatives
work place. Not so at TCS Digital Explorers. Aimed unashamedly at talented young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds who lack social networks, we run an intensive boot camp for students
to learn core IT skills though real-world projects, participate in cutting-edge workshops, rub
shoulders with industry professionals, explore future tech trends, network with entrepreneurs and
graduate from the week equipped with the confidence and abilities needed to succeed in the world
of digital work.
6.OVO Energy
OVO Gives Back. OVO Gives Back is an employee-led initiative that empowers the OVO team
to nominate and vote for the four local charities they’d like OVO to support for the year. These
charities receive a £20,000 grant each and year-round volunteer support from OVO employees.
Now in its second year, OVO employees completed over 2,000 hours of volunteering at 37
volunteer events and supported eight local charities. OVO Gives Back enables OVO employees
to give something back to the neighbourhoods they call home – building a happy workforce and
a stronger community too.
7.Do Nation
Helping sustainability leaders to drive behaviour change. Following research into environmental
pledge schemes, we identified the need for a platform that anyone could use to inspire behaviour
change within their own companies and communities, without forfeiting the costly features
required to turn pledges into lasting behaviours. We developed an online platform where anyone
can run a campaign to raise pledges from their colleagues – to do things like wasting less food or
using reusable bottles. Do Nation has now helped 670 people to lead effective behaviour change
campaigns within organisations ranging from Network Rail to Pukka Herbs. Together they’ve
helped +16,000 people to adopt new habits, directly saving +2,000 tCO2 pa. All while
empowering sustainability leaders to lead even greater change.
8.Cred Jewellery
Bringing sustainable and ethical practises to African Gold mining. Cred is a social enterprise
helping the poorest and most disadvantaged communities in developing countries: small scale
artisanal miners. In 2011 Cred established the first traceable and independently audited mine to
market supply chain for precious metals. This unique model involves exporting, wholesaling and
retailing to raise awareness and demand for responsibly mined gold. In 2017 Cred brought the
first African Fairtrade Gold from Uganda to market, doubling the miner’s income and bringing
health and safety, community representation and environmental protection up to Fairtrade
Standards. Cred works in partnership with other organisations to increase efficiency and
sustainability of gold reclamation.
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9.Macrebur
Plastic Roads. MacRebur’s products are made from 100% waste plastic materials and are used
to replace part of the bitumen in any asphalt mix. As fossil fuels are constantly being consumed,
alternatives to bitumen must be considered to improve sustainability. MacRebur’s products
replace part of the bitumen in asphalt, giving a significant reduction in fossil fuel usage. We are
seeing the negative effects of a plastic epidemic throughout the world and this is especially true
in UK now that China has stopped taking our UK plastic waste. But as MacRebur’s products are
all made from 100% recycled plastic materials, they help reduce unwanted, discarded plastics
from landfill and from oceans. MacRebur use local waste for local roads.
10.10:10
Riding Sunbeams. Pioneering project discovered that solar power could be connected directly to
electrified railways to power trains, was commercially feasible and where precisely it would work
best in UK. Technology not yet used anywhere in the world but with vast potential.
11.Delphis Eco
Circular innovation: 100% UK PCR plastic packaging. Recycling plastic is not a new science.
However, we know that at least 93% is not recycled and with the vast amount ending up in landfill
or our oceans. What Delphis Eco has achieved is to prove the concept that it is possible to procure
UK recycled plastic and produce a 100% recycled plastic bottle. Not only does this product reduce
C02 by 70%, it is globally scalable across almost every industry and it reduces plastic into the
environment, helps the UK/China waste crisis.
12.APS Metal Pressings
Enviro-cup: The Cup for Life. As result of a demand for an alternative to Plastic Cups and the
need to reduce landfill, Birmingham based APS Metal Pressings Ltd has designed and
manufactured “Enviro-Cup”. Designed and manufactured in the UK from Recycled Food Grade
Stainless Steel and is not only durable and user-friendly, but is also totally Recyclable. Perfect for
use at Outdoor Events & Festivals. Enviro-Cup is a great example of the “Circular Economy” in
that the process starts with a sheet of 235mmx235mm Recycled Stainless Steel and at the end of
its life is totally recyclable, ready to start again.
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13.Delipac
Zero plastic, sustainable barrier packaging for food & drink. The problem – The U.K. consumes
circa 5+ billion single use plastic lined board food-to-go packs & 3.5+ billion single use plastic lined
coffee cups. For disposal, approximately 98% is consigned to landfill or pollutes the seas. Existing
plastic laminated waste remains inert in landfill and won’t begin to degrade much before 500 years.
A solution…Delipac. Unique & innovative zero plastic barrier packaging, engineered to replace
existing pe/plastic laminated hot/cold cups/food-to-go packs. Existing laminated barrier packaging is
NOT easily recyclable & NOT biodegradable. Delipac packaging, IS completely recyclable in ANY
paper waste stream, + biodegradable.
14.Nature Workshops
Nature-based learning. An established not-for-profit training agency providing nature-based
learning and well-being opportunities. Roll on roll off training designed to have minimum carbon
use. Using woodlands on public bus routes, where our learners live, recruiting local Trainers to keep
transport to a minimum and the cash flowing in these communities. As a nonprofit we are already
different to most of our competitors. In 2014/15 we decided to start training groups and individuals,
instead of just delivering. We found gaps in the market of nature based learning. We use other
nonprofits, secondhand kit and shop locally if it all and now help others develop their sustainable
development policies and processes.
15.ClientEarth & BMB Agency
Poisoned Playgrounds. ClientEarth with the agency BMB, launched the Poisoned Playgrounds
campaign in September 2017, which focuses on the impact of air pollution on children’s health. It
maps schools that are within 150 metres of illegally polluted roads in the UK, inspiring the public to
voice their concerns to Members of Parliament.
(adapted from: https://globalgoodawards.co.uk/global-good-company-of-the-year/)

Ex. 15. Find and present background information about one of Russian companies
which is socially responsible. Discuss the responsibilities of the PR managers
working for this company.
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Unit 3. Media and Politics
Ex. 1. Read the quotations and comment on them.
“Political marketing needs to regenerate itself in the form of political PR and not fear
change or ambiguity in its quest to seek the truth. It needs to avoid shibboleths, false
and unarmed prophets, learn from history and show passion and courage or be deemed
beyond redemption” (Phil Harris).
“Politicians are in the business of selling hope to people” (Jenny Lloyd).
Ex. 2. Let’s discuss:
1) What is the difference between selling the soap and advertise the politician?
2) What do political marketing and mainstream marketing (product, service, notfor-profit, and relationship) have in common?
Ex. 3. Study the differences between political and mainstream types of marketing.
Do you agree with all of them? Can you add other peculiarities of the political
marketing in your country?
Political marketing
1.The ultimate goal is strengthening
democracy through voting processes.
2.A candidate’s own philosophy often
influences the scope of marketing
strategies. This means that although
marketing research may suggest that a
politician’s chances will improve if she
or he concentrates on particular
political or economic issues, she or he
does not have to follow these
suggestions if her or his own
conception of political reality is
incongruent with these issues.
3.Voters choose their candidate or
political party on the same day that the
voting takes place.
4.For voters there is no price attached
to their ability to make a voting
decision.
5.Voters realize that the choice is
collective and that they must accept
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Mainstream marketing
The ultimate goal is financial success.
Using various marketing strategies in
economic practice is the result of
conducting market research that
promises satisfactory financial profits.

Customers purchase their products at
different times, depending on their
needs and purchasing power.
The consumer purchasing a product
always knows its price.
The purchasing decision is independent
of the attitude toward a given product
that other consumers may have.
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The closest equivalent to commercial
marketing in this case would be
gaining a monopoly on the market.
The consumer can usually unpack
and check while buying products and
services.
Consumers may change their minds
and exchange products or services
almost immediately for others.
There are many brands that
have acquired international status.

7.The political party or candidate is a
complex, intangible product that
the voter cannot unpack to see what is
inside. If voters decide to change their
minds, they have to wait till the next
election.
8.Introducing a new brand in the form
of a political party is quite difficult
and always remote in time and it
always takes place only at the national
level.
9.Political parties begin to lose support Brand leaders tend to stay in front.
in public opinion polls after winning
the election, because the new ruling
party often makes decisions that are not
well received by various social groups
(e.g., unfavorable budget decisions or
tax increases)

Ex. 4. Try to give the definition of political marketing. Then read two definitions
given below. Do they look like yours? Which of them is better and why?
1) Political marketing is the processes of exchanges and establishing, maintaining, and
enhancing relationships among objects in the political market (politicians, political
parties, voters, interest groups, institutions), whose goal is to identify and satisfy their
needs and develop political leadership.
2) Political marketing is the process by which political candidates and ideas are
directed at the voters in order to satisfy their political needs and thus gain their support
for the candidate and ideas in question.
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Ex. 5. Political marketing is concerned with communicating with party members,
media, and prospective sources of funding as well as the electorate. There are five
voting market segments playing key roles in organizing political campaigns and
establishing a political market: 1. active voters, 2. interest groups, 3.the media, 4. party
organizations and 5.sponsors. Match the segments (from 1 to 5) with their descriptions
(from a to e).
a) social activists, and organized voter groups who
collect funds for election campaigns (e.g., labor unions, business
organizations, human rights groups, civil rights groups, ecological
movements);
b) who are in the habit of casting ballots in elections;
c) who are private persons making donations for the candidate
and the campaign;
d) that nominate candidates, express opinions about
them, and provide the resource base for the campaign;
e) that make candidates visible by “foregrounding” them during
the campaign or keeping them in the shadows of the campaign.
Ex. 6. Read the quotation and comment on it:
“A wide variety of media messages act as teachers of values, ideologies, and beliefs,
providing images for interpreting the world whether or not the designers are conscious
of this intent. It seems, however, that in relation to politics, developers of media
messages are fully aware of what content and in what form they are trying to
communicate to society” (Robert M. Entman).
Ex. 7. Explain the difference between these synonyms:
interject – put one’s oar in; slant - ramp; expansive - comprehensive; prime - coach;
consequences - repercussions; deselect - retract; relaying - rebroadcasting;
reinterpretation - rethinking; collapse - thud; column - pillar; selective - discriminatory;
comparative - relative; incumbent - holder; biased - prejudiced.
Read the text and complete it with these words. Make a glossary of professional
terms.
Media Bias
Content bias is consistent patterns in the framing of mediated communication
that promote the influence of one side in conflicts over the use of government power.
https://izd-mn.com/
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These patterns of --- regularly --- audiences, consciously or unconsciously, to support
the interests of particular holders or seekers of political power. There are three types of
media bias: gatekeeping bias, coverage bias, and statement bias.
The gatekeeping bias means that editors select from a body of potential stories
those that will be presented to the public and, by extension, also --- those stories of
which the mass audience will hear nothing. Thus, the gatekeeper is any person or
formally organized group that is directly involved in --- or transforming information
from one individual to another through a mass medium. The gatekeeper’s activities
consist in limiting information by --- editing, increasing the amount of information
by--- editing, or reorganizing the information through ---. Such activities should be
implemented not only by the editor but also by the moderator—not only for television
programs, but also for blog or chat on the Internet. Another modern form of
gatekeeping is using Internet search engines as gatekeepers of public communication.
Despite the fact that the number of channels the citizen can get information from
increases, this may lead to the --- of media gatekeeping; its forms change evolving
more and more subtle forms. An example may be applying gatekeeping for online
newspapers that use hyperlinks as a gatekeeping device because they are unlikely to
offer external hyperlinks.
One of the --- of gatekeeping is media bias toward supporting
or not supporting particular political parties. For example, Tim Groseclose
and Jeffrey Milyo found a systematic tendency for U.S. media outlets
(press and TV) to slant the news to the left; the most liberal are CBS Evening
News and the New York Times, and the most conservative are the Washington
Post and Fox News’ Special Report. However, the media outlets are fairly
centrist relative to members of Congress, and about half the newspapers they analyzed
take relatively moderate positions on issues coming before the American Supreme
Court.
The coverage bias refers mainly to physical features of media message. Ten
media biases were codified by measuring the physical amount of coverage each side of
some issue receives. This is typically measured in --- inches for newspapers and
magazines (with or without photographs and headlines), whereas analyses of television
include the number of appearances and time devoted to each side of the issue. But the
statement bias suggests that members of the media can --- their own opinions into the
text of coverage of an issue. This type of bias can take many forms and is usually
expressed by whether media coverage is favorable or unfavorable to a particular
politician or party.
Jeffrey Peake conducted a --- study of coverage of the George W. Bush
presidency on the front pages of 100 American newspapers during a five-month period
in 2006. He found clear media slant. Newspapers that endorsed Bush’s reelection in
https://izd-mn.com/
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2004 tended to write more, and more favorably about the president, and newspapers in
states where Democrats are strong politically tended to write less, and less favorably.
In Poland the unquestionable media leader given the frequency of his
appearances was the ---, President Aleksander Kwaśniewski. During the analyzed
period, he appeared on television more than 300 times. Marian Krzaklewski was far
behind him (about 160 appearances), as was Lech Wałęsa (over 120) and—the second
person in the voting struggle—Andrzej Olechowski (over 110). The duration time of
the candidates’ presentations was distributed slightly differently. Although the leader
here was still President Kwaśniewski, he owed his position mainly to the public media.
TVP1 and TVP2 gave almost as much time to Jarosław Kalinowski and Lech Wałęsa
as they did to Kwaśniewski. This breakdown shows clearly that the presentations of
the presidential candidates in the presidential campaign of 2000 were ---. Television
stations—both private and public—had their favorites and sentenced the other
politicians to “nonexistence.”
Ex. 8. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the following:
уклон, предвзятая формулировка текста, пристрастный отбор информации,
пристрастное освещение в печати, натаскивать публику, новая интерпретация,
выборочное редактирование, расширенное редактирование, действующий
президент.
Ex. 9. Let’s discuss:
1) What is the difference between gatekeeping bias, coverage bias, and
statement bias?
2) Find and present examples of the three types of media bias in Russian media.
Ex. 10. Translate the sentences into English using Infinitives, Gerunds and Complex
Subject Infinitive Constructions and active vocabulary from Ex. 7:
1)Редактор старался избежать предвзятости изложения информации,
пренебрегая этим эффективным средством влияния на государственную
власть. 2) Я помню, как эти предвзятые публикации регулярно побуждали
читателей поддерживать интересы людей, рвущихся к власти.
3) Пристрастный отбор информации привел нас в результате к отмене
публикации рассказов о злоупотреблении власть имущих. 4) Средства
массовой информации должны предотвратить пристрастное освещение в
печати и предвзятую формулировку текстов для публикации.
5) Неожиданно обнаружилось, что пристрастное освещение в печати
можно систематизировать путем измерения физического объема вещания,
которое получает одна из сторон в предвыборной компании в СМИ.
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6) Сообщают, что редактор этой газеты неоднократно вставлял своё
собственное мнение в тексты статей других авторов, занимаясь таким
образом практикой расширенного редактирования. 7) Действующего
президента обвиняют в том, что он стал бесспорным лидером СМИ во
время своей предвыборной компании только за счет частоты своего
появления на экране. 8) Предвзятая формулировка текста имеет
склонность принимать различные формы и обычно проявляется в том,
является ли освещение в СМИ благоприятным или неблагоприятным для
конкретного политика или партии.
Ex.11. Read the text and complete it with the necessary text snippets (from a to h).
to regard as important Make a glossary of professional terms.
a)to justify attention to it
b)the issue is a significant one for the country
c)a relational concept specifying a positive, causal relationship between the key themes
of mass communication and what members of the audience come
d)to adapt to the content distributed by the media
e)its salience among the audience
f)the process of fashion
g)to exert pressure on media to highlight those issues
h)the incumbent dominates the political arena before the election campaign
Media Effects. Agenda-setting.
There are three main forms of media communication’s influence on citizens:
agenda-setting, priming, and framing.
The idea of agenda-setting influenced by the mass media is ---1). According to
Maxwell McCombs, “the salience of an issue or other topic in the mass media
influences ---2).” Newspaper and television stories often make explicit statements
about the importance of an issue (e.g., global economic crisis, terrorist threat) in
order ---3). However, even when such issue statements are not made, most readers and
viewers recognize that devoting attention to an issue means that editors and reporters
believe ---4). Consequently, people may infer from the media that an issue is nationally
important.
The mechanism of agenda-setting resembles, to some extent, ---5). Its natural
consequence is that politicians and parties try ---6) that present them in a good light
and are positive for them. The incumbent or governing party can manage agendasetting better since it holds power and has access to resources (e.g., confidential
information, experts). Decisions regarding this field have to be made before the start
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of the election campaign. The opposition also makes precampaign decisions, but,
almost by definition, ---7).
Keeping a particular issue on top of the agenda, or agenda control, requires
further effort on behalf of the politicians. The relationship between media and
politicians is then a bilateral relationship; politicians try to include their message in the
media, but in order to be successful they need ---8).
Ex. 12. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following: формирование повестки дня, причинно-следственная связь,
откровенные заявления, значимость, оправдать, сделать вывод, оказывать
давление на СМИ, предвыборные решения.
Ex. 13. Render the text into English.
Журналистика и СМИ в современной России
Известно, что феномен поддержки и оппонирования власти со стороны
СМИ соответствует теории политической системы. Исследователи утверждают,
что у населения страны, особенно в период реформ, активизируются
собственные социальные интересы и потребности, и оно стремится
поддерживать ту власть и тот политический порядок, которые обеспечивают
материальное благополучие, безопасность существования, компенсирует
затраты за понесённый в ходе политических реформ ущерб. Очевидно, что в
качестве коммуникаторов и модераторов, связывающих население и власть,
выступают партии и общественные организации. Через журналистское
сообщество и средства массовой информации они обращаются к властным
структурам с требованиями экономических и политических изменений.
Установлено, что каждые выборы президента РФ и депутатов Госдумы –
эволюционный этап в отечественной журналистике. К особенности выборных
компаний в России, вероятно, относится аккумулирующий информационный
фон: широко обсуждаемые в обществе масштабные внешние и внутренние
угрозы. Они во многом градуируют и стимулируют социальное поведение
электората. В такое время граждане, институты общества стремятся
объединиться вокруг сильной, на их взгляд власти, и, сильного лидера.
В целом, кажется, что в России отсутствует конкурентная для СМИ среда,
создаваемая социальными независимыми от правительства институтами,
способными на высоком профессиональном уровне оценивать действия
политической власти и широко информировать об этом население. Российские
СМИ на современном этапе развития предоставляют в основном агитационную,
а не аналитическую, доступную для массового потребителя информацию.
«Готовый информационный продукт» не требует дополнительного осмысления
и это разрушает саму возможность построения системы поддержки и
оппонирования власти с помощью СМИ.
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(adapted from: https://cyberleninka.ru/article/v/zhurnalistika-i-smi-v-sovremennoy-rossiifenomen-podderzhki-i-opponirovaniya-vlasti)

Ex.14. Read the text and fill it with the Infinitive, verbs+ing and prepositions where
necessary. Make a glossary of professional terms.
Media Effects. Media priming.
The effect (agenda-set) is making particular issues, objects, or their attributes
more salient --- the audience. The consequence --- it may be and often is the
phenomenon called (prime). (Prime) refers --- changes --- the standards people use
(make) political evaluations. (call) attention --- some matters while ignoring others,
television news influences the standards --- which governments, presidents, policies,
and candidates --- public office are judged. Priming presumes that when (evaluate)
complex political phenomena, people do not take --- account all that they know.
Instead, they consider what comes --- mind, those bits and pieces --- political memory
that are accessible. The media messages might help (set) the terms --- which political
judgments are reached and political choices are made.
For example, Iyengar and Kinder found that the news media’s sudden
preoccupation --- the Iranian hostage issue --- the closing days of the 1980 presidential
campaign caused voters (think) about the candidates’ ability (control) terrorism when
(choose) between Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan. This phenomenon proved (be)
disadvantageous --- President Carter.
Political parties also “specialize” (offer) “the best solutions” --- particular
social and economic problems. This means that, according --- voters, a certain political
group is more efficient (solve) certain issues than other groups. According to this
theory, a party’s “owning” of a certain problem is connected --- a relatively stable
social background and is also connected --- political conflicts.
The results --- analysis suggest that American voters consider issues
connected --- general social welfare, (include) the homeless, public schools, the
elderly, national minorities, unemployment, health care, and the environment, as
owned --- the Democratic Party. The Republican Party is associated --- better
achievements --- the areas of crime, defense --- moral values, running foreign policy,
defense, inflation, taxes, and government spending. The theory --- issue ownership has
certain consequences (run) a successful campaign. The campaign will bring the desired
result if the candidate or political party manages (limit) voting decisions --- those issues
that the country faces (decisions’ criteria) that the candidate is better able (solve) than
his opponent. --- other words, to the degree that candidates or parties enjoy a favorable
reputation --- some issue, their support is likely (be boosted) --- news coverage --- this
issue. Priming, like agenda-setting, may concern both particular issues and
attributes --- candidates’ image.
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Campaign priming effects usually manifest themselves only among voters who
attend --- and discuss --- the campaign. For priming (occur), citizens must have the
requisite knowledge (interpret), (store), and later (retrieve) and (make) inferences --news stories they see, hear, or read. --- addition, knowledge facilitates priming only
among people who trust the media. --- this context, sole accessibility information --memory (e.g., as a result --- agenda-setting) did not determine the weight people
placed --- an issue when (evaluate) a particular object (e.g., the president).
Ex. 15. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following: проявляться; необходимые знания; сделать выводы; медиа
подготовка; невыгодный; озабоченность чем-тo; поддержкa, вероятно, возрастёт;
политические оценки.
Ex.16. Read the text and make a glossary of professional terms. Retell the text using
your glossary.
Media Effects. Media framing.
Framing is the “process of culling a few elements of perceived reality and
assembling a narrative that highlights connections among them to promote a particular
interpretation.” However, media framing, as defined by William Gamson, is “a central
organizing idea or story line that provides
meaning to an unfolding strip of events, weaving a connection among
them. The frame suggests what the controversy is about and the essence of the issue.”
Framing effects occur when in the course of describing an issue or event, a media
emphasis on a subset of potentially relevant considerations causes individuals to focus
on these considerations when constructing their opinions. Therefore, at a general level,
the concept of framing refers to subtle alterations in the statement or presentation of
judgments or choice problems, and framing effects refer to changes in decision
outcomes resulting from these alterations.
This phenomenon was first researched and described by the cognitive
psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky. They demonstrated in a
series of experiments that choices between risky prospects could be powerfully
altered merely by changing the terms in which equivalent choices are
described. In one experiment, subjects were asked to define their preferences
for various solutions of the problem presented in two ways:
Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian
disease, which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to
combat the disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact scientific
estimates of the consequences of the programs are as follows:
If Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved.
If Program B is adopted, there is a one-third probability that 600 people
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will be saved and a two-thirds probability that no people will be saved.
Which of the two programs would you favor?
The formulation of the problem implicitly adopts as a reference point a
state of affairs in which the disease is allowed to take its toll of 600 lives. The
outcomes of the programs include the reference state and two possible gains,
measured by the number of lives saved. A clear majority of respondents (72
percent) prefer saving 200 lives for sure over a gamble that offers a one-third
chance of saving 600 lives (28 percent).
An alternative presentation of the same two options looked as follows:
If Program C is adopted, 400 people will die.
If Program D is adopted, there is a one-third probability that nobody will
die and a two-thirds probability that 600 people will die.
Options C and D are undistinguishable in real terms from options A and
B. The second version, however, assumes a reference state in which no one
dies of the disease. The best outcome is the maintenance of this state, and
the alternatives are losses measured by the number of people that will die
of the disease. People who evaluated the options in these terms preferred a risky choice
(option D; 78 percent) over the sure loss of 400 lives (option C; 22 percent).
Frames are never neutral. They may provide different ways of presenting
situations, attributes, choices, actions, issues, responsibility, and news. For example,
all television news stories can be classified as either episodic or thematic. The episodic
news frame takes the form of a case study or event-oriented report. It presents a
particular issue by concrete cases. The thematic frame places public issues in some
more general or abstract context. It refers to more analytical, contextual, or historical
coverage.
In a series of experiments, researchers found that, for example, episodic
media framing of poverty increased attributions of individualistic responsibility,
while thematic framing increased attributions of societal responsibility.
Attributions of responsibility for unemployment, however, were unaffected by
the type of frame. Citizens understood unemployment primarily in economic
terms under conditions of both episodic and thematic framing.
Ex. 17. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the
following: продвижение определённой интерпретации, отбор, центральная
организующая идея, сюжетная линия, изменить, вспышка, полемика,
эпизодический и тематический фрейминг.
Ex.18. Let’s discuss.
1) What is the difference between agenda-setting, media framing and media
priming?
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2) Give an example of an episodic media framing in comparison to a thematic
framing of the same topic. Discuss the effect which they have on the audience.
Ex. 19. There are five media frames that occur most often in media reports about
politics:
1)conflict frame—emphasizes conflict among individuals, groups, or institutions;
2)human interest frame—brings a human face or an emotional angle to the presentation
of an event, issue, or problem;
3)economic consequences frame—reports an event or issue in terms of the
consequences it will have economically on an individual, a group, an institution, a
country, or a region;
4)morality frame—puts an event or issue in the context of religious tenets or moral
prescriptions;
5)responsibility frame—presents an issue in such a way to attribute responsibility
for its cause or solution either to the government or to an individual, a group, or to
uncontrolled external conditions or powers.
Use these five frames in your analysis of one of the Internet newspapers in 2018 in
comparison to the Internet newspapers in 2017.
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Unit 4. PR and Politics
Ex. 1. Read the quotations and comment on them.
“Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some hire public relations officers”.
Daniel J. Boorstin
“If I was down to my last dollar, I would spend it on public relations”.
Bill Gates
Ex. 2. Read the text and complete it with the necessary text snippets (from a to t).
Make a glossary of professional terms.
a)… those more or less overt initiatives that in very simple terms would have caused
an ‘old-fashioned’ press officer no great difficulty.
b) In this context they usually perform the function of political press officers but are
commonly defined as “spin doctors.”
c) e.g., logos, stationery, business cards, buildings, uniforms.
d) to include communications directed internally to employees of the company
e) e.g., news conferences, seminars, outings
f) creating a politician’s own positive image;
g) to be one of six major modes of communication within the marketing
communications mix
h) e.g., reports, press and web articles, company newsletters
i) to create daily or special brand-related interactions
j) sports and cultural events
k) the business advertising system
l) e.g., contributing money and time to good causes
m) extracting as much positive media coverage out of a given situation as possible;
n) It was born with the end of ideas.
o) Parties are focused on preventing media and thus voters from getting particular
information unfavorable to the parties …
p) … those usually more covert …
q) dissemination and control of information that appears in media;
r) accusing certain media of partiality in order to discredit them.
s) on the activities of political opponents,
t) to come from information flowing between parties, government, and the public.
Political Public Relations
Public relations is known ---1). Public relations is company-sponsored activities
and programs designed ---2). It involves a variety of programs designed to promote or
protect a company’s image or its individual products. Public relations proves --- 3) and
externally to consumers, other firms, the government, and the media. The appeal of
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public relations is based on three distinctive qualities: (1) high credibility (the news
stories and features are more authentic and credible to readers than ads); (2) ability to
catch buyers off guard (PR can reach prospects who prefer to avoid salespeople and
advertisements); and (3) dramatization (PR has the potential for dramatizing a
company or product). The major tools in marketing PR include publications (--- 4)),
events (--- 5)), sponsorships (--- 6)), news (media releases), speeches, public service
activities (---7)), and identity media (---8)).
In accordance with changes in modern societies, public relations has expanded
into a communication strategy that is increasingly permeating all
areas of society. PR gradually separated itself from --- 9), becoming interinstitutional
and reaching beyond the economic sector. In consequence, professional
communicators come with expertise in a variety of fields (e.g., media, business,
polling), including also politics. --- 10). Their main task is to control the news agenda.
Joy Johnson, a former director of the British Labour Party defines spin as characterized
as either (a) malign and dealing in deceit or (b) benign by throwing morsels to the
lobby. --- 11). Politicians hold belief that what happens in the political world does not
matter—only perceptions matter.
Political PR is believed to be viewed as much as defensive activity by parties
against critical journalism as an offensive of self-serving publicity. --- 12) while
attracting voters with positive policy and image. The media respond to political PR by
reporting not simply political strategy and issues but on the attempts by politicians to
manage their presentation, although the techniques of PR are value-neutral.
However, they may be and are used to manipulate public opinion, and in this
case it is not the problem of techniques but intentions and goals for which they are
employed. Besides, some PR techniques seem “neutral” whereas others are based on
sheer communication strategies to exert social influence. Given those procedures, we
propose to characterize spin as being “above the line” or “below the line.” Above-theline activities might be defined as --- 13). Then, below-the-line activities are --- 14)
and as much about strategy and tactics as about the imparting of information.
The above-the-line techniques include:
1) Government or party announcements – issue press releases, press
conferences, making announcements via interviews or speeches;
2) Reacting to government or party announcements (“re” and “prebuttal”) –
usually assuming the same forms as the above category;
3) Publicizing speeches, interviews and articles;
4) Reacting to interviews or speeches;
5) Reacting to breaking news events.
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The below-the-line techniques include:
1) Spinning – managing the way (e.g., the sequence), form, and content of
disseminated messages;
2) Setting the news agenda – --- 15);
3) Dividing the news agenda – sustaining the campaign of driving the news in a
particular direction over a period of time; a string of related stories;
4) Firebreaking – deliberatively constructing diversions to take journalists
off the scent of an embarrassing story;
5) Stoking the fire – finding and publicizing the material to keep an opponent’s
awkward story running;
6) Building up a personality – --- 16);
7) Undermining a personality – creating a negative image of the opponent;
8) Preempting – anticipating negative media reports about to appear (e.g.
admitting in advance to some mistake);
9) Kite-flying – floating a proposal in order to test a reaction;
10)
Raising or lowering expectations – preparing for a worse (or better)
course of action than was predicted (e.g., that the politician’s year budget will
be particularly problematic);
11)
Milking a story – ---17);
12)
Throwing out the bodies – disseminating bad news without attracting too
much attention (e.g., in the context of other events that are very interesting to
the public);
13)
Laundering – finding a piece of good news that can be released at the
same time as bad news;
14)
Creating the “white commonwealth” – a favored group of
correspondents who receive special treatment and access, above and beyond
that available to other correspondents;
15)
Bulling and intimidation – ---18).
From another perspective, these techniques may also be described as focused
on the following: creating media relations, framing favorite narratives, photo
opportunities, event management, and sloganeering. Their main goal is, above all, to
build a positive image of a party or politician or repair the image after some negative
events.
It should also be emphasized that PR actions are not always an efficient tool
for winning the support of voters. Their efficiency depends not only on the
professionalism of spin doctors but also on particular situations in which they are
undertaken, --- 19) and also on the media, the key channel of message dissemination.
An important element of success is the object on which PR focuses, something that
former British prime minister John Major learned, as did U.S. president George W.
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Bush, conducting a series of domestic travels to promote his reforms and the British
government in its communication on the so-called BSE crisis.
Spin is the current dominant form of political presentation, but changes in
journalism, particularly an alluring treatment of fact and opinion, were an incubatory
environment for it. Although it is most often connected with
manufacturing politicians’ false images and cheating society, spin could also be
said to have some benefits related to it. The benefits created by PR in politics are
believed --- 20). PR and other political marketing techniques make politics more
attractive to contemporary electorates.
PR, although considered one of the elements of the marketing communication
mix, is in fact something more than a pure promotion tool. It has become an important
supplement to political marketing campaigns resulting from their permanent character.
It also occupies a particularly important place in postelection communication
strategies. Despite the threats related to using PR techniques to manipulate people, it
may significantly support the communication of those in power with citizens by
presenting clearly the goals, policy, and reforms realized by politicians. It may also
contribute to higher transparency and accountability of those in power. PR managers
believe that spin style represents
an opportunity for politicians to re-assess the relative importance they give to
the substance of policy and to their private and public behavior and rebalance their time
and energies in favor of policy substance.
Ex. 3. Find in the text the words and word combinations which denote the following:
застать покупателей врасплох, правдоподобие, спонсируемые компанией
мероприятия, привлекательность пиар, пронизывать все сферы общества, пиар
превратился в коммуникационную стратегию, клеветнический, милостивый,
бросить подачку, важно только восприятие, защита, наступление, оказывать
влияние на общество, откровенный, скрытый, опровержение, предвзятая подача
информации, серия статей на одну тему, сбить со следу, пристрастность,
выдвинуть предложение, соблазн вольного обращения с фактами.
Ex. 4. Let’s discuss.
1) What is the appeal of public relations based on?
2) Which quality of PR do you find the most important? Give an example.
3) Why is usually political PR called spin doctoring? Is there any difference
between the terms “PR” and “spin”?
4) Describe above-the-line and below-the-line spin techniques. Which of the
mentioned activities are the most effective?
5) Find and present examples of some election campaigns in America and Russia
analyzing which spin techniques were used and what results were achieved.
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Grammar revision
The Complex Object
The Complex Object consists of a noun (in the common case) or a pronoun (in the
objective case) and an infinitive or a participle. For example:
I want him to help me.
Я хочу, чтобы он помог мне.
The Complex Object is used after the following verbs:
Verbs

Active model

1.Verbs denoting
sense perception:
see, watch,
notice, feel,
sense, hear

see smb do smth
(the whole action)
see smb doing smth
(the action in progress)
(the action in progress)
He saw the child cross
the road.
Он видел, как ребёнок
перешёл через дорогу.

2.Let
(разрешать,
позволять),
make
(заставлять)

Passive model
Exceptions
see smth done
1.With the
(the whole action)
verb to be:
see smth being done I saw that
(the action in
she was
progress)
pale.
I noticed the chair
Я видел,
broken.
что она
Я заметил, что
бледна.
стул сломали.
2. When
hear means
learn, be
told;
see and feel
mean
understand:
I hear that
you gave up
smoking.
Мне
сказали,
что ты
бросил
курить.

let smb do smth
make smb do smth
I’ll make them finish
the task.
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Я заставлю их
закончить задание.
3.leave, find,
discover

leave smb doing smth
We found him
sunbathing on the
beach.
Мы нашли его
загорающим на
пляже.

leave smth being
done
(the action in
progress)
leave smth done
(the whole action)
He left his affairs
unfinished.
Он оставил свои
дела
незавершёнными.

4.Verbs of
mental activity,
declaring, order
and permission:

expect smb to do smth
I expect you to visit us
soon.
Я ожидаю, что ты
скоро приедешь к нам.

expect smth to be
done
expect smth done
(to stress the result
of the activity)
She ordered the
cases to be loaded.
Она приказала
погрузить ящики.

want smb to do smth
want smb doing smth
(the idea of an action or
a repeating action)
I would like you to
come with me there.
Я бы хотела, чтобы
ты сходил со мной
туда.

want smth to be
done
want smth done (to
stress the result of
the activity)
want smth being
done
Nobody wants your
reputation to be
ruined.

know, think,
consider,believe,
find,expect,imagine,
report, declare,
order, allow, suffer
(разрешать,
скрепя сердце),
encourage, get,
arrange (for), count
(on), etc.

5.Verbs denoting
wish, feelings
and emotions:
want, wish,
would like, like,
hate, desire, etc.
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Никто не хочет,
чтобы твоя
репутация была
испорчена.
6.have
have smb do smth
have smth done
(организовать, have smb doing smth
have smth being
что бы что-то
(the idea of an action or done
было сделано;
a repeating action)
You need to have
устроить, чтобы He will have the
your hair cut.
кто-то что-то
secretary checking my Тебе надо
сделал и т.п.),
mail.
постричься.
распорядиться Он попросит
секретаря проверять
мою почту.

Ex. 5. Remove the brackets. Use a Complex Object wherever possible:
1)Seeing (he, enter) the room I rose to greet him. 2) Everybody saw (she, cross) the
street and (come) up to me. 3) The manager saw (I, be) nervous. 4) Do you feel (the
bridge, shake)? 5) The spin doctor always felt (public relations, be)
interinstitutional. 6) He feels (he, do) something wrong. 7) The politician felt
(somebody, touch) him by the hand. 8) Rewrite this article, I don’t want (you, catch)
buyers off guard. 9) The editor doesn’t like (the journalist, say) anything
defamatory. 10) Nobody said anything, the ombudsman just watched (he, put) it
away in his case. 11) He watched (she, put on) her skates and (go) to the ice. 12)
The watchdog often watches (the columnist, be rebuked). 13) Make (they, dissuade)
him. It is inadvertent and irrevocable. 14) Let (I, retract) the malicious libel
immediately! 15) What makes (you, think) so? 16) She heard (we, say) it. 17) Have
you heard (the writer, circumvent trespass laws) explicitly? 18) We heard (the
guide, tell) them the history of London. 19) I’ve heard (a famous public figure,
come) to Moscow. 20) I would like (this rule, be enshrined) by the law. 21) I see
(the statement, be) malign. 22) She left (he, sleep). 23) We are waiting for (you,
come). 24) The captain ordered (the cases, be loaded). 25) The employees count on
(the salary, be increased). 26) The lawyer saw (the investigation, be launched). 27)
Let (I, have) (my hair cut). 28) The Court declared (the book, be) obscene. 29) The
majority of critics thought (the film, be) highly original. 30) I heard (you intercept)
the letter and (read) it aloud.
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Ex.6. Work in groups of two. One of you will read text 1, the other will read text 2.
Make up a plan of your text and then retell your text to your partner.
Text 1
Political Lobbying
Political lobbying can be considered a form of political communication and
a part of the broader field of public relations. It is related to the stimulation and
transmission of a communication, by someone other than a citizen acting on his/her
own behalf, directed to a governmental decision-maker with the hope of influencing
his/her decision. The most powerful form of lobbying is the supply of information on
your lobbyist case, and the issues surrounding it, on a regular basis to those within the
decision process.
Lobbying means two things. First, lobbying is working the system—that is,
representations based on careful research, usually followed by negotiation with several
elements of central or local government. Second, it means pressure on government—
that is, mobilization of public and media opinion around a particular problem.
There are two competing views on the legitimacy of lobbying. The first view is
that lobbyists abuse the democratic system for their selfish interests and that their
activity requires the imposition of greater controls over lobbying activities. It is often
related to campaign contributions for candidates, who, in return for such donations,
will support particular bills beneficial to the interests of either individual or corporate
donors. The second perspective assumes that lobbying is an intrinsic part of the
democratic process because it can create a counterbalance to potentially ill-informed,
un-thought-out policy decisions.
The growth of corporate lobbying and campaigning is a response to the
complexities of modern business society caused by more pervasive government
and increased need for competitiveness in a global market. It seems then that the
government’s higher influence on the economy and passing new laws forces in a way
the development of political lobbying.
Text 2
Political Consultants
Today, politics has become a big, profitable business to consultants who help
manufacture politicians’ images. Some say the by-product of these consultants is
cynicism in the electorate and growing armies of people involved in opposition
research. The consultants have become important because they are in a position
to help a politician craft a winning television image that resonates well with
citizens. As we move from the television era to the Internet era, the expertise
necessary to be a successful consultant will have to change. While pollsters supply
campaigns with important information about the electorate and fund-raising
professionals generate revenue, information technology experts have also had
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significant influence on campaign organization. Information technology experts build
their political values into the tools and technologies of modern campaigns, with direct
implications for the organization and process of campaigning.
At the level of overall strategic thinking, the candidate is involved, but when
it comes to creating a campaign platform, conducting polls, and setting up a
promotional strategy, very few candidates get involved. The services offered
by consultants include several different activities, such as direct mail, fundraising,
television and radio spots, issue analysis, and print. The ability to lead in the high-tech
age we live in hinges on the careful selection of the right consultants to run the
candidate’s campaign, both before and after entering the political office.
Results from a nationwide survey of political consultants reveal the increasingly
important role they play.
1. 40 percent said candidates are neither very involved nor influential when it comes
to setting issue priorities.
2. 60 percent said their candidates were neither very involved nor influential in the
day-to-day tactical operation of the electoral campaign.
3. Consultants emphasize campaign activities such as fund-raising, advertising
strategies, and analysis of voter preferences.
4. Consultants believe a winning campaign does not hinge on the competence
of the candidate, political organization, or the recruitment and use of volunteer
workers.
5. The majority of consultants do not provide services such as precinct walking, phone
banking, or “get-out-the-vote” efforts (all of which are hallmarks of grassroots
politicking).
6. Major services that consultants offer are direct mail, fund-raising, television and
radio spots, issue analysis, and print advertising.
7. The “permanent campaign” means that consultants do not stop consulting after
Election Day, but continue to provide advice on policymaking activities in anticipation
of the next reelection campaign and follow their clients into office as formal advisers
or political appointees.
This increasing power of consultants is a very serious issue concerning
the general health of democracies around the world. In the past in the United
States, when the political party bosses were the ones in control, there was a
screening process that was put in place to choose these people. Local officials,
who were voted into office themselves, were the ones who had positions of
power in a campaign. Today, consultants are hired and fired by campaigns in the same
way that a corporation might hire a consultant, based on word-of-mouth
recommendation and relative success in the past. The consultants have not been
exposed to the public, nor have they been screened by voters in the same
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way that party officials have been. So as we become a more market-driven
democracy, and the power shifts from public officials to hired guns, there is
an inherent danger to society that the basis on which candidates are elected
will be determined by the ability, both monetarily and otherwise, to hire the
right consultant. This is a serious issue that will only be perpetuated by the
rising costs of running for public office and the need to hire consultants to manufacture
images for politicians.
Ex. 7. Work in pairs. Help each other to find in your texts from Ex. 6 the words and
word combinations which denote the following: создать выигрышный имидж,
вызывающий позитивный отклик у людей; вездесущее правительство;
социологи; законность лоббирования; закрепить; устная рекомендация; власть
переходит от государственных чиновников к наёмным профессионалам;
неотъемлемая опасность; мобилизация общественного мнения и мнения СМИ;
введение более строгого контроля за деятельностью; необдуманные
политические решения; неотъемлемая часть демократического процесса; создать
противовес чему-то; глобальное стратегическое мышление; зависеть от;
отличительные признаки политиканства; официальные советники; политические
назначенцы.
Ex. 8. Translate the sentences into English using a Complex Object wherever
possible and active vocabulary from Ex. 6: 1) Все слышали, как он говорил о том,
что лоббирование можно считать формой политической коммуникации. 2) Я
никогда не слышал, чтобы лоббисты злоупотребляли демократической системой
ради своих корыстных интересов. 3) Он был рад увидеть, что в комнату входит
социолог. 4) Почему вы думаете, что создание выигрышного имиджа найдёт
отклик у простых людей? 5) Мы ожидали, что вездесущее правительство окажет
значительное влияние на организация предвыборной кампании. 6) Политический
консультант почувствовал, что кто-то держит его за руку. 7) Я всегда чувствовал,
что способность лидировать в эпоху высоких технологий, в которой мы живем,
зависит от тщательного отбора подходящих консультантов для управления
кампанией кандидата, как до, так и после вступления в политическую должность.
8) Я слышал, что большинство консультантов не предоставляет такой услуги, как
беседа с электоратом на предвыборном участке. 9) Ты слышал, как он давал мне
устную рекомендацию? 10) Я увидел, что на улице было много народа и все
смотрели вверх.
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Ex. 9. Render the article into English.
Особенности лоббирования в России
Лоббирование представляет собой урегулированную нормами права
деятельность зарегистрированных в установленном порядке лиц по
продвижению интересов клиентов/работодателей в органах публичной власти и
в этом смысле есть политическая закономерность развития и действия права.
Причем, как продвигаемые интересы, так и методы, которые при этом
применяются, должны носить законный характер. В противном случае, речь
будет идти не о лоббировании, а о совершении коррупционного
правонарушения.
В России можно наблюдать следующие особенности лоббирования:
1) нарушение баланса законных интересов в России. Лоббизм стал
проявлением не общественной, в широком смысле слова, потребности в
согласовании интересов общества и власти, а в своем узком проявлении —
выражении частного интереса замкнутого круга заинтересованных групп,
в большей степени представляющих крупный финансовый и
промышленный капитал;
2) высокий уровень правового нигилизма. Лаконично выражаясь, в России
некому лоббировать закон о лоббировании.
3) нецивилизованный (незаконный) характер взаимодействия бизнеса и
власти. Другими словами, на сегодняшний день реализация
государственно-частных проектов в России осуществляется в режиме
ручного управления.
4) высокий уровень коррупции неразвитость гражданского общества —
низкая активность российских граждан и СМИ, проявляющаяся, в том
числе, в отсутствии мониторинга лоббирования, наряду с отсутствием
контролирующих эту деятельность государственных структур,
обуславливают теневой характер отечественного лоббирования.
5) принадлежность системы права к романо-германской правовой семье —
объектами лоббистской деятельности в России являются законодательные
и исполнительные органы власти. Судебная власть в России не может и не
должна быть объектом лоббирования, поскольку во‑первых, каждая из
сторон судебного разбирательства стремится реализовать свой интерес в
судебном решении, во‑вторых, закон прямо запрещает оказывать
воздействие на судью,
6) суперпрезидентская форма правления — правовой статус и полномочия
главы государства приводят к тому, что «центр активности» лоббистов
находится в администрации президента и правительстве.
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7) «интеллектуальное иждивенчество» — неоднократные попытки
механического перенесения иностранных законов о регулировании
лоббирования на российскую землю закономерно заканчивались
провалом.
Сегодня мы стремимся к построению правового и формированию
гражданского общества, которое должно стать надежной основой для
эффективно функционирующей либеральной демократии. Без легализации
лоббистской деятельности этот процесс будет являться незавершенным.
Неконтролируемое продвижение интересов грозит не только дальнейшей
стагнацией механизма принятия сбалансированных политико-правовых
решений, но и самим основам российской государственности.
(adapted from: https://zakon.ru/LibraryHome/DownloadPub?_id=4367)

Ex. 10. Read the text and complete it with the words in brackets in the correct form.
Make a glossary of professional terms.
Political marketing process
The permanent marketing campaign is the heart of the political marketing
process. It contains three key elements: (politics) or party message (develop), message
(disseminate), and relationship building. Message development refers
to distinguishing (particle) groups of voters for whom an individualized and
appropriate campaign platform will be designed. Voter segments determination
is a process in which all voters are broken down into segments, or groupings, that the
candidate then targets with her/his message. Political marketing can distinguish two
levels of voter (segment): primary and secondary. The primary (segment) focuses on
dividing voters based on the two main criteria: (1) voter party identification (particular
party (partisan) vs. (independent)), and (2) voter strength (from heavy partisans to
weak partisans to floating voters). From the perspective of the whole marketing
campaign, the goal of the campaign should be to (force) the decisions of the supporters
and win the support of those who are (certain) and whose preferences are not (crystal),
as well as those who still hesitate or have poor identification for a candidate or party
that is close ideologically. It is these groups of voters that require more study—the
secondary segmentation.
The goal of message development is (elaborate) and (establish) of the campaign
platform. It evolves over the course of the permanent political campaign (the time of
the election and during governing). The campaign platform is defined
in terms of candidate (leader), image, and issues and policies she/he advocates.
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It is influenced by several factors, including the candidate herself/himself, the people
in her/his organization, the party, and, especially, the voters. The established politician
or party message is then distributed on the voter market. The personal (direct)
campaign (prime) refers to the grassroots effort necessary to build up a volunteer
network to handle the day-to-day activities in running the campaign. The grassroots
effort that is established becomes one information channel that transmits the
candidate’s message from her/his (organize) to the voter, and feedback from the voters
to the candidate. The goal here is then not only the distribution of the candidate’s
message, but also an attempt to establish and/or enhance relationships with voters and
other political power brokers. Direct marketing consists of the candidate’s meetings
with voters and power brokers, such as lobbyists and interest groups.
The (media) (indirect) campaign becomes a second information channel
for the candidate. Instead of the person-to-person channel used with a direct marketing
approach, this channel makes use of electronic and printed media outlets such as
television, radio, newspapers, magazines, direct mail, the Internet (e.g., email,
websites, blogs), campaign literature (e.g., flyers, brochures, fact sheets), billboards,
and any other forms of promotion that are (avail). Political marketing also adopts new
ways of communicating with the voter, mainly related to the development of new
technologies such as social networking or mobile marketing.
These activities should be supported by public relations efforts that (coordinate)
with them. The main goal of public relations activities is to (strength)
the image of the candidate and his message by creating positive media relations,
framing favorite (narrate), event management, and (slogan).
The foundation of message dissemination is organizational tasks connected
with assembling staff for the campaign team, defining their tasks, and monitoring their
activities where (solicit) funds for the campaign plays an important role.
Then, polling represents the data analysis and research that are used to develop
and test new ideas and determine how (success) the ideas will be. Polls are conducted
in various forms (benchmark polls, follow-up polls, tracking polls) throughout the
whole voting campaign and (implement) by various political entities among the
campaigns. One should also note the growing importance of polling specialists. The
results of their analyses given to the general electorate not only reflect the electorate’s
general mood, but also influence the forming of public opinion.
The third element of the political marketing process and the goal of the political
party or candidate is to establish, maintain, and enhance (relation) with
voters and other political power (broke) (media, party organizations, sponsors,
lobbyists, interest groups, etc.), so that the objectives of the parties involved
are met. And this is achieved by a mutual (change)—both during the election
campaign and after it, when the candidate is either ruling or in opposition. The
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integral element of the relationship building is the “promise concept.” The key
functions related to it are to give promises, to fulfill promises, and to (able)
promises. Therefore, an important element of building stable relations is trust,
which is a (will) to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence. Trust is
also the (found) of developing relationship commitment, when an exchange partner
believes that an (go) relationship with another is so important as to warrant maximum
efforts at maintaining it.
That is, the committed party believes the relationship is worth working on to
(sure) that it endures (definite). In order to achieve that, one also needs to
establish communications channels functioning on a constant basis.
Ex. 11. Look at the chart describing political marketing process and retell the
text using the chart.

Message development
Voter segments
Candidate/party
determination
positioning and
targeting
(branding)
A. Primary
A. Assessing
segmentation
candidate/party
B. Secondary
image and issues
segmentation
strengths and
weaknesses
B. Assessing
competition
C. Candidate
position
in target segments
D. Campaign
platform
establishing
(image, issues,
promises)
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Message
dissemination

Relationship
building

A. Personal
(direct)
campaign
(grassroots
efforts,
election events
and
meetings)
B. Mediated
(indirect)
campaign (printed
and electronic
materials)
C. Public
Relations
D. Campaign
development and
control (polling)
E. Social
networking

A. Platform
delivery
(policy
implementation,
public sector
services)
B. Mutual trust
building
C. Permanent
communication
D. Lobbying
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Ex.12. Translate the sentences into English using a Complex Object (models:
have smb do smth (doing smth), have smth done (being done)).
1)Политтехнолог нашёл костюм, который подходил для кандидата в
президенты, но его нужно будет подшить. 2) Наш кандидат лучше
заплатит, чтобы ему написали речь, чем будет писать её сам.
3) Распорядитесь, чтобы кто-нибудь контролировал стоимость услуг пиар
специалистов для создания имиджа представителей нашей партии.
4) Давайте позовем кого-нибудь, чтобы разработать рекламную стратегию
для предвыборной компании. 5) Я отдал сведения по опросам электората
социологам, чтобы они проанализировали их. 6) По мере того, как мы
переходим от эпохи телевидения к эпохе Интернета, требования,
предъявляемые
к
успешному
консультанту
заказчиками,
переосмысляются. 7) Распорядитесь, чтобы офис убрали и попросите
секретаря принести документы. 8) По распоряжению эксперта в области
информационных
технологий
тщательный
отбор
подходящих
консультантов будет произведён уже сегодня. 9) Директор распорядится,
чтобы наш полит-консультант был принят на работу в качестве
официального советника. 10) Твоя устная рекомендация будет учтена, я
передал им твоё распоряжение.
Ex. 13. Work in groups of three. Each of you will read one of the three texts
about three politicians.
Step 1. Render your text into English.
Step 2. Imagine that you were a spin doctor working for this politician. Look at
the chart from Ex. 11 and develop a PR campaign for your politician using all
the points from the chart. Use a Complex Object models in your speech.
Step 3. Tell each other about your campaigns and their results.
Text 1. Политическая карьера Франклина Делано Рузвельта началась в 1910 году,
когда молодой и амбициозный адвокат Рузвельт стал сенатором в штате НьюЙорк. Через два года президент США Вудро Вильсон назначил Рузвельта
заместителем министра военно-морского флота. На этой должности за восемь
лет он завоевал авторитет и доверие президента США. В 1920 году 38-летний
Франклин Рузвельт был выдвинут в вице-президенты США от демократической
партии. Но выборы выиграли республиканцы, Рузвельт проиграл. Однако, как
писали тогда влиятельные газеты, на политическом небосводе появилась новая
звезда Франклин Делано Рузвельт. 10 августа 1921 года на отдыхе в результате
переохлаждения и острой вирусной инфекции Рузвельт тяжело заболевает
(изначально был поставлен диагноз полиомиелит, не подтвержденный
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современными исследованиями), у него остаются парализованными обе ноги. Но
Рузвельт не смирился с болезнью, проходил курс специальных процедур и
впоследствии на публике старался делать свое состояние как можно более
незаметным. На трехлетний перерыв Рузвельт отошел от политики и погрузился
в раздумья.
Спустя три года в 1928 году он был избран губернатором штата Нью-Йорк,
где предпринял ряд реформ, боролся с олигархами и уволил ряд чиновников. В
1932 году Рузвельт был выдвинут на пост президента США от демократической
партии, где с явным преимуществом выиграл выборы у предыдущего президента
Герберта Гувера. Благодаря реформам Рузвельта закончилась Великая
депрессия.
Рузвельт пришел к власти в начале Великой Депрессии - самого тяжелого
и продолжительного экономического кризиса за всю историю США, но это не
только не помешало его карьере, а наоборот - «Новый курс», разработанный им
и его помощниками должен был помочь вывести страну из кризисной ситуации,
что заставляло американских граждан верить в нового правителя. Интересно, что
сам Рузвельт не слишком отчетливо представлял, в чем должны состоять его
реформы, тем не менее, было понятно, что страна нуждается в решительных
действиях со стороны правительства.
Text 2. В своей кампании 2008 года Барак Обама использовал всю ширь
социальных сетей, пользуясь самыми разными инструментами. Однако главным
каналом общения стал сайт MyBarakObama.com, чем-то напоминающий
Facebook: тут пользователи могли регистрироваться, общаться, создавать
группы, планировать мероприятия, собирать средства, загружать фото и
видеоматериалы. Также на сайте можно было найти видеообращения и тексты
речей Обамы. Это была, своего рода, тоже социальная сеть, позже прозванная
«Майбо».
Цель сайта - обеспечить максимум возможностей для объединения людей
и выражения поддержки. Сайт напоминал Facebook, и не случайно, так как во
время предвыборной кампании Барак Обама привлек на свою сторону одного из
основателей Facebook, Криса Хьюиза, который участвовал в разработке и
внедрении стратегии работы с социальными сетями.
Идея Криса заключалась в том, чтобы используя социальные сети не
только привлечь новых людей, но и чтобы они принимали непосредственное
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участие в кампании (причем, так, чтобы не приходилось объяснять, как). То есть,
сделать так, чтобы они ощущали свою значимость.
Барак Обама использовал 15 разных соц. сетей и смог привлечь 5
миллионов сторонников. К ноябрю 2008 г. у Обамы было 2,5 миллиона
сторонников в Facebook (по другим источникам - 3,2 миллиона). Это в четыре
раза больше, чем у его соперника республиканца Джона Маккейна. В Twitter
Обаму поддерживали 115 тысяч человек, в то время как Маккейна - в 23 раза
меньше. Показатели впечатляющие. Однако мало создать учетную страницу в
соц. сети, нужно использовать ее ресурсы. В этом плане интересно мероприятие
«Ужин с Бараком». Изначально предполагалось, что в мероприятии будут
участвовать 4 спонсора, заплатившие немалые суммы. Но это не соответствовало
главной идеи Барака о том, что каждый способен повлиять на исход выборов.
Поэтому выбирали участников, независимо от их взносов. Было проведено всего
два таких ужина, видео транслировалось через YouTube и официальный сайт
Обамы, потом разошлось по блогам участников, а потом и по всей стране.
Не мене эффективно команда Обамы использовала и электронную
коммерцию. В общей сложности, было разработано около 8000 уникальных
текстов, рассчитанных на различные группы населения, входивших в список
рассылки, где было 13 миллионов адресов. Тексты составлялись с учетом штата,
региона, социальным положением и активностью в пожертвованиях. Тексты
сначала отправляли небольшой части аудитории, затем следили за реакцией
адресатов, затем редактировали тексты на основе их реакции. Всего за кампанию
было разослано около миллиарда писем, и удалось привлечь 3 миллиона
последователей, получавших письма на e-mail и в sms. В день выборов
подписчики получили сообщение: «Это стало возможным благодаря Вам.
Спасибо! Барак».
Как показывала статистика, большинство пользователей LinkedIn больше
доверяли Республиканской партии. Однако Обама обратился к ним с вопросом:
«Что вы предлагаете сделать для помощи малому бизнесу?». Получив ответы и
выбрав самые интересные предложения, Обама начал с ними диалог. Барак
поддерживал общение с аудиторией на всех сайтах, отвечал на все вопросы, и
ответы на них также были представлены в виде ссылок на официальном сайте.
Многих привлекала страница Обамы на Facebook. Там он писал о любимой
музыке, о том, что его любимый фильм - «Крестный отец», 1я и 2я части. А
постоянно обновляющиеся новости в формате «едим пиццу» или «стоим в
пробке» также помогали остальным почувствовать себя частью кампании.
https://izd-mn.com/
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Получается, поставленная цель была достигнута. Людей удалось побудить
к действию. Аманда Хаффингтон, главный редактор Huffington Post: «Если бы
не Интернет, демократы никогда не выдвинули бы Обаму кандидатом в
президенты».
Text 3. Любая современная политическая кампания является продуктом
политического PR. Так, предвыборная кампания 1996 года по выдвижению
Б.Ельцина в Президенты РФ была полностью сформирована за счет применения
политического PR. Основным инструментом в данном случае выступал
финансовый ресурс привлеченный с помощью дружественных Ельцину
олигархов (т.н. "семибанкирщина"). За счет масштабных финансовых влияний
(и, как выяснилось впоследствии, фальсификаций выборов) был привлечен
электорат, обеспечивший победу кандидата. Серия терактов 1999 года была
направлена на популяризацию премьер-министра В.Путина. Ряд специалистов
полагает, что теракты были не просто использованы, а организованы
спецслужбами для достижения этой цели.
Изначально политический PR был методом борьбы за власть, но в
настоящий момент, ввиду фактической отмены выборов как института
формирования органов государственной власти, политический PR применяется
в первую очередь как один из инструментов борьбы действующих
представителей властных структур с целью дискредитации оппонентов.
Считается, что ряд скандалов вокруг таких органов власти, как Следственный
комитет РФ и Прокуратура РФ стали известны именно благодаря применению
PR-технологий.
По той же причине существует область PR, являющаяся, по сути,
политическим шантажом: в СМИ появляется сообщение о неблаговидных
поступках того или иного политика, о чем политику становится известно. Через
некоторое время с ним связывается некое лицо, которое за умеренную плату
предлагает организовать обратную кампанию. Зачастую это один и тот же
человек или компания, хотя обычно ведением информационных войн
занимаются специалисты обеих заинтересованных сторон.
Поскольку задачей PR является создание репутации того или иного
политического субъекта, деятельность любых СМИ, вне зависимости от их
взглядов можно считать политическим PR. Кроме того, с распространением
социальных сетей, в полном соответствии с тезисом Г.Бёлля о том, что любое
общественное действие является действием политическим, фактически любое
сообщение на общественно-значимую тему становится, пусть и невольно,
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элементом политического PR, и может быть использовано как
первоначальным автором, так и любыми заинтересованными сторонами.

ее

Ex. 14. Write a three-page essay “Political PR in Russia and in the West”.
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Unit 5. CSR and Social Media
Ex.1. Read the text and complete it with the necessary text snippets (from A to H).
Make a glossary of professional terms.
A)socio-technological trend; B) new communication technologies, new interaction
norms, and a globalized economy; С) socio-technological trend; D) Unlike traditional
media; E) based on the dialogic principles “ease of interface” and “usefulness of
information”; F) broader; G) to leverage the social capital of these networks of actors;
H) organizations must constantly and actively decide which conversations to enter.
Organization-stakeholder interactions in the age of social media
While traditionally, stakeholder management has paid particular attention to
primary stakeholders (such as employees, customers, or suppliers), social media have
significantly strengthened the role of secondary stakeholders (such as related
communities or ---1) ). Further, social media technology has made direct organizationstakeholder interactions on broader social, political, and environmental issues
commonplace. This ---2) relates to a longer development starting in the 1960s by
which organizations are increasingly pressured to address social, political, and
environmental issues in order to provide more than merely an economic justification
for their conduct. Such ---3) corporate social responsibility (CSR) is argued to “offer a
remarkable long-term fiscal advantage” for organizations. By actively communicating,
not only about ‘core business’, but also about its societal and environmental impact
more generally, organizations aspire to manage their reputations and gain legitimacy
by co-creating norms of acceptable organizational behavior with their relevant
stakeholders.
Perpetuated by institutional factors such as ---4) , there has been a steady growth
of outreach efforts to stakeholders on environmental, social and governance issues
through online and offline channels. Specifically, the probability of stakeholder
interference has become more pronounced through social media, as more members of
an organization are exposed to communication about the organization and engage in
communication for the organization. Since the advent of the Internet as social software
has made networks more transparent, structural positions traditionally held by
incumbent actors have become more open. ---5) which are relatively hierarchical and
unidirectional in that messages are sent from a sender to a receiver, social media
technologies enable motivated individuals and organizations to create content and
respond in new ways.
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Online conversations that occur via social media can be understood as a
constantly negotiated framework among actors who are embedded in networks of
different, sometimes contradicting, possibilities and constraints. Conflicting voices and
moral pressure aimed at delegitimizing corporations enter the public debate and trigger
pressure on the organization. Organizational outreach into social media should thus be
understood as continuously emerging and changing in a dynamic, media-based
interplay between several actors. Organizations aim ---6) and achieve a prominent
structural position within them.
In constructing a typology scientists established conversational and interactional
features to distinguish different forms of online interaction and dialogue by
organizations. Dialogue is based on collaboration and mutuality between the involved
actors. Such mutuality creates propinquity among actors, leading to rhetorical
exchange. Empathy and commitment nurture this exchange and imply a willingness to
accept the outcome's risks. Based on their open results, dialogues are potentially
harmful to participating parties. By entering into a dialogue, all parties acknowledge
each other's vulnerability as a common basis for a respectful conversation. Websites
are potential platforms for such dialogues and weblogs and social media—in theory—
provide even greater potential for dialogue. Forms of moderation, e.g., ---7) influence
the dialogic relationship with users or stakeholders. Dimensions such as “generation of
return visits” and “dialogic loops” are also used to describe the dialogic momentum of
online conversations.
In summary, social media allows stakeholders to enter or initiate the
conversation on almost any issue. Thus, --- 8) whom to engage and to what degree to
interfere with, manage or control these conversations—all these activities can be
summarized as moderation. However, such strategies remain empirically underinvestigated in CSR contexts and their effects on stakeholders online, which could
affect organizational legitimacy, remain largely unknown.
Ex. 2. Answer the questions. If necessary, search the answers on the Internet:
1)How does the degree to which organizations moderate online conversations about
social and environmental issues affect stakeholder's perceptions of the organization.
2)How do different levels of moderation in online stakeholder dialogues affect
stakeholder attitudes, commitment, and trust towards as well as satisfaction with the
organization?
Ex. 3. Work in groups of three. Read your text, retell it in your group and compile
the list of different styles of moderation.
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Text 1. Controlled vs. crowdsourced: distinguishing levels of online moderation
In this research, we look specifically at styles of moderation as an essential feature of
online stakeholder dialogues. Moderation, as such, describes the efforts of an
organization to steer the conversation and its outcomes in some way. This
understanding of moderation can be related to discussions on different types of
communication. Earlier stakeholder outreach communication was often based on a
one-way transmission model of communication as a tool for disseminating information
about an organization's (allegedly positive) environmental, social and governance
activities. The communication was also more reactive, relied heavily on organizations'
cost-benefit analyses and was rarely convincing for critical stakeholders. Such models
of mere information and one-way ‘asymmetrical’ communication represent low
inclusivity and participation and very intense levels of steering and control.
Accordingly, there have been calls for more authenticity and more participatory models
of stakeholder communication.
Some propose a stakeholder involvement strategy comprising frequent and systematic
negotiation with stakeholders to explore mutually beneficial actions. In an age where
issue advocates can easily gain access to the public agenda, identifying interest groups,
evaluating the validity of their demands and engaging in more open, two-way
communication is increasingly important. Such models of more two-way
‘symmetrical’ communication aim to foster understanding between an organization
and its stakeholders.
In essence, asymmetrical communication is characterized by low inclusiveness and
high moderation and control. The organization limits access to the conversation, directs
its topics and maintains authority over ending engagements. Symmetrical forms of
communication can inversely be understood as techniques that use high inclusiveness
and low moderation. Typically, the efforts and resources necessary to enable
symmetrical forms of communication are very high, and this technique is usually only
employed for very critical issues and antagonistic conflicts.
Some found that corporations that effectively engage in online dialogue with
stakeholders use four different approaches: (1) directing conversations, (2) moderating
conversations, (3) building open-script conversations, and (4) crowdsourcing
conversations. Drawing on their research, we distinguish conversational logics for
different levels of moderation.
Text 2. Conversational logics of high moderation. High moderation is common in
“directed conversations”, where only a few counterparts are allowed to converse, actors
only have a voice within a selected framework and dissent is not allowed. Further, high
moderation is typical for “moderated conversations” in which the organization sets the
topic, keeps the conversation under control and is not open to dissent. Extreme
examples of such conversations can be found, e.g., in the pharma industry, where
https://izd-mn.com/
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companies are legally highly restricted and must be in control of exactly what is said.
Such conversational styles are also typical for corporate social media sites (owned
media) where critical issues are often deleted or framed very particularly. We refer to
conversations with high levels of moderation as ‘controlled conversations’.
Text 3. Conversational logics of low moderation. Low moderation is typical for
“open script conversations” in which stakeholders are allowed to answer freely on
predefined questions and dissent is theoretically possible. These strategies appear to be
applied more often for special interest topics with rather low interest from the general
public. Further, low moderation is common in “crowdsourced conversations” in which
an organization's influence is limited as a (potentially) large number of stakeholders
set the topic and may lead the conversation. Such conversations can result in dissent
and were found, e.g., in the context of the banking and telecommunications sector.
Such interactions closely resemble ‘symmetrical’ forms of dialogue discussed above
and are more rarely employed. High commitment from all actors is demanded to find
a mutual solution. We refer to conversations with low levels of moderation as
‘crowdsourced conversations’.
Similar discussions on levels of moderation can also be found in the organizational
communication literature. Some describe dialogues as a form of collective thinking
expressed through a singular, unified or blended voice. A singular voice is used in
conversations when expert opinion is required to support an idea. This approach could
be considered a form with high moderation, specifically involving low inclusiveness
(low number of participants). A unified voice is used to show the determination of a
group to ensure a single voice does not dominate, representing as well a form of high
moderation but with relatively high inclusiveness. Blended voices include a variety of
opinions (low moderation) and consist of a large circle of actors. Different levels of
moderation allow for managing centripetal and centrifugal forces during
conversations.
Ex. 4. Answer the questions. If necessary, search the answers on the Internet:
1)Among dependent factors there are commonly discussed outcomes of stakeholders
outreach communication. Search CSR literature, derive from it some examples and
report back.
2)Speak about the effects of such communication which can be coarsely divided into
internal and external outcomes and exist on three basic levels: organization,
stakeholder, and issue.
3)Why are attitude, level and trust relevant internal outcomes of outreach
communication?
4)What are held as the antecedents for external stakeholder behavior?
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5)Attitude summarizes the emotional (favorable) relationship with an organization
based on environmental, social, and governance activities and the stakeholder's
awareness of it. Describe all these elements using examples.
6)What does it imply if the public expresses positive attitudes towards an organization?
How can you prove that the organization maintains a generally positive image in the
eyes of its stakeholders?
7)More informed stakeholders or less informed stakeholders are more likely to have
positive attitudes? Why?
8)What organizations are in a better position to create favorable attitudes towards their
organization? If an organization is open to dialogue how can it improve the situation?
Ex. 5. Read the text and match the conclusions (from a to e) with the explanations
(from 1 to 5):
The explanations
1)Additionally, on the stakeholder level, satisfaction and commitment are important
targets in managing organization-stakeholder relationships. Satisfaction describes the
extent to which stakeholder groups believe that an organization performs its' activities
according to the expectations. Stakeholders' fulfillment assessments and existing sense
of pleasure as a result of an interaction with an organization greatly determine
stakeholder satisfaction. An essential prerequisite for satisfaction is relationship
maintenance and whether it is perceived positively by the other party or not.
Conversational logic involving high levels of moderation potentially restricts parties in
their expression of concerns and unease.
2)On the organizational level, attitude and trust are relevant internal outcomes of
outreach communication. These dimensions are held as the antecedents for external
stakeholder behavior. Attitude summarizes the emotional (favorable) relationship with
an organization based on environmental, social, and governance activities and the
stakeholder's awareness of it. If the public expresses positive attitudes towards an
organization it implies that an organization maintains a generally positive image in the
eyes of its stakeholders. More informed stakeholders are more likely to have positive
attitudes; hence, organizations that are open to dialogue are in a better position to create
favorable attitudes towards their organization.
3) Different communication styles on social media may affect stakeholder trust. Trust
is described as the “confidence and willingness to open oneself to the other party”. It
is based on integrity, dependability, and competence. These dimensions require a
certain mutuality among the involved actors, where no actor dominates the other. They
also require companies to acknowledge and protect their stakeholder's interests. High
levels of moderation may be associated with an imbalance of mutuality and, as a result,
impose the dominance of an organization over its stakeholders.
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4) Finally, control mutuality denotes the degree to which discourse parties perceive
participants' power to influence each other. Though some imbalance is common and
often accepted in organization-public relationships, clearly one-sided efforts by the
organization to exercise control are problematic and associated to low satisfaction and
often increased levels of activism against the organization.
5)Moreover commitment is the extent to which a participant in a discourse thinks that
the relationship is worth the cost and effort invested in it. To communicate commitment
to their stakeholders, organizations emphasize their desire to build and maintain
relationships with their stakeholders in the future, as well as the importance of the
quality of the relationships between the parties. Commitment is based on continuance
and emotional orientations. High levels of moderation are likely to affect the
continuance of dialogues, as they undermine communicative engagement of
stakeholders. Further, a conversational logic with high levels of moderation can lead
to frustration among stakeholders, as they are likely to feel ignored.
The conclusions
a)Thus, we conclude that high moderation has a negative effect on trust in the
organization.
b) Thus, we propose that high moderation has a negative effect on satisfaction with the
organization.
c)Thus, we propose that high moderation has a negative effect on attitude toward the
organization.
d)Thus, we conclude that high moderation has a negative effect on perceived
commitment.
e) Based on this, we assume control mutuality to be directly impacted by an
organizations decision to moderate a conversation online, specifically that high
moderation has a negative effect on control mutuality.
Ex. 6. Read the table which provides conversation styles, and the related levels of
moderation. Fill it in with the text snippets (from 1 to 6).
Level of moderation
Controlled

Crowdsourced

Initiation

a)

d)

Empowerment/tolerance

b)

e)

Termination

c)

f)

Text snippets: 1) There is a definite end of the conversation imposed by the
organization (following critique or based on time/resource constraints); 2) There is
freedom and equality in dialogue as well as in decisions; 3) The conversation is
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initiated by the organization; 4) The conversation is initiated by stakeholders; 5) The
organization dominates the dialogue and decisions (deletion of comments); 6) Critical
or aggressive comments or the length do not prompt the organization to close a thread.
Ex. 7. Read the text and answer the questions. Make a glossary of professional
terms.
1) What three foci does the text mention?
2) What does it mean to formulate a clear position on the issue? What can it
contribute to?
3) How can we manage the discussion network? Why do we need to do it?
4) What are the ways to moderate discussions online?
Practical implications
From the perspective of organizational practice, these findings suggest three main foci
for managing conversational logics: first, moderating a discussion may increase the
demand to formulate a clear position on the issue; second, managing access to the
discussion requires a network of relevant and credible participants that are willing to
engage; third, and in light of the above, organizations must consider the actual value
and capacity to moderate discussions online.
Formulating clear positions. In order to make conversations meaningful, the
organization needs to make their values and beliefs transparent. Often organizations do
not publicly promote particularly strong beliefs in order to avoid public disaccord.
However, only a standpoint that is revealed and clearly expressed can be challenged
by the public and evolve into a standpoint that is shared by the community. If done
properly, moderation can ensure that an organization synchronizes their beliefs with
the public in an engaging and transparent process. Moral reasoning will allow to create
new positions created out of the corporations and societal expectations. Formulating
clear propositions can also contribute to making the organization more personable
which positively influences stakeholder engagement on social media.
Managing the discussion network. There is value in including various voices in the
conversation. These voices should represent relevant perspectives on the issue at hand
and do not necessarily need to be part of the organization (such as members or
employees), including e.g., both critical consumers as well as ‘faith-holders’ when
critically engaging on an issue. Internal networks tend to have high density that allow
information to travel fast but such networks rarely create new and/or diverse ideas.
External networks usually have lower densities and weaker ties, but these kinds of
connections are suitable for bringing in new thoughts and ideas into the network. Thus,
a discussion network management process demands a detailed understanding of the
competencies that are inside and outside the organization. Internal participants of a
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public conversation, as for example a product engineer, may also need additional help
on communicating their ideas adequately. External participants that are included into
the conversation need a clear briefing about their role and the nature of conversation.
Will and capacity to moderate. In “case of a large corporation, dialogic activities would
require new social media infrastructure and perhaps dozens of people working
specifically in social media”. Such a decision cannot be easily made and demands a
clear understanding of the actual benefits and strategic value of communicating
dialogically via social media. The fact that on many CSR issues the level of dialogical
social media engagement is comparatively low, signals that for most organizations, the
value of such engagement is still at least unclear. In most cases, shallow engagement,
‘lurking’ and monitoring on social media, focused on gaining stakeholder insights, may
be seen as more valuable to manage organizational reputation. This is not only because
of potentially costly investments in social media dialogues on CSR, but likely also
relates to a comparatively low interest among stakeholders in really engaging on CSR
issues on social media, likely reflecting stakeholder cynicism of CSR communication
more generally —which may add to the reasons to question the utility of social media
for more open and dialogical stakeholder engagement.
Ex. 8. Work in groups of three. Student 1 will read his or her text and then will
answer the questions from students 2 and 3. Student 2 will read his or her text and
then will answer the questions from students 1 and 3. Student 3 will read his or her
text and then will answer the questions from students 1 and 2.
Text for Student 1. Lessons on corporate social responsibility from new publicprivate transportation partnership.
In today’s cities, advances in technology are redefining urban mobility. The
competition to be the dominant player in the transportation industry is fierce. A cohort
of tech titans and automobile companies are vying to develop the platforms that will
power future infrastructure and change how residents get around. Look no further than
the spat between Waymo, Google’s former self-driving car project, and Uber
over alleged intellectual property theft. Despite the cut-throat competition, unique
partnerships have been forged between groups that had not, until recently, worked
collaboratively toward common interests. These joint ventures are not just between
competing private firms, but public and nonprofit entities as well—city governments
specifically. At the heart of these partnerships is the principle that companies can “do
well while doing good.” In other words, that they can pursue profitability while
producing public benefit. This unprecedented dynamic is exemplified in the recently
announced public-private partnership between Ford, ride-hailing companies Uber and
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Lyft, the nonprofit organization SharedStreets, and more than 30 cities worldwide.
Through the partnership, business and government will focus on rethinking the future
of transportation through the use of shared data. Uber, Lyft, and SharedStreets will
work in tandem to share anonymized data on curbside pick-ups and drop-offs to help
public officials see where mobility services are in high demand. Another important
focus, for Uber specifically, is to dive into the data to spot speeding trends among
drivers. The partnership is a great illustration of a cooperative driven by corporate
social responsibility, as well as a commitment to produce benefits for stakeholders
beyond those with a financial interest in these firms’ success.
Questions which Student 1 will ask Student 2: 1) What does corporate social
responsibility refer to? 2) How does the Ford/Uber/Lyft partnership approach social
responsibility? Questions which Student 1 will ask Student 3: 1) Whose partnership
is based on a mutual recognition of the universal value of safe and frictionless urban
transportation networks for all stakeholders? 2) What are pre-competitive to the firms
partnering with SharedStreets?
Text for Student 2. But what is corporate social responsibility exactly?
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) refers to a business model whereby for-profit
companies deliberately seek ways of producing social benefits while pursuing
institutional goals, like growth and maximizing shareholder value. Yet, how companies
realize their aims for CSR—and the underlying reason for their interest in CSR—can
take many different forms. The Ford/Uber/Lyft partnership approaches social
responsibility from the unique angle that information-sharing between groups that
would otherwise be competitive can serve a greater purpose without compromising
profitability. It is a creative and concerted engagement of companies fiercely
competing in an industry that is rapidly evolving: autonomous vehicles and mobility
services. At the heart of this cross-sector relationship is a strong and mutual interest in
ensuring safe and efficient urban transportation networks as autonomous vehicles gain
traction. Though it remains to be seen what public impact the initiative will have, the
partnership illustrates how even companies that are sparring for market share recognize
the importance of coordination and public engagement for the greater good.
Questions which Student 2 will ask Student 1: 1) Is the competition to be the dominant
player in the transportation industry fierce? 2) What principle is at the heart of these
unique partnerships which have been forged between groups? Questions which
Student 2 will ask Student 3: 1) What becomes a comparative advantage? 2)What will
surely be to the detriment of their competitors?
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Text for Student 3. Principles that come before market competition.
The partnership touches on a prominent theme in the online course Sustainable
Business Strategy, taught by Harvard Business School Professor Rebecca Henderson.
As illustrated through the example of Unilever’s push for sustainable palm oil as an
industry standard—a business case explored in Henderson’s course—there are rules
and practices opposing firms can adopt that can be considered “pre-competitive,” or
“off the table,” in matters of competitive business. Unilever recognized it would face
a cost disadvantage if it pursued sustainable palm oil alone. Buy-in and mutual
understanding from Unilever’s competitors on the importance of sustainability was
critical. A similar understanding coalesced between Ford, Uber, and Lyft in their
partnership with SharedStreets and municipalities: one based on a mutual recognition
of the universal value of safe and frictionless urban transportation networks for all
stakeholders. Reducing carbon emissions, improving mobility in urban areas, and
making streets safer for all residents are goals that, to the firms partnering with
SharedStreets, are pre-competitive. Sustainable Business Strategy asks learners
whether purpose-driven firms can help solve the greatest problems of our time and be
the catalysts for a sustainable society. As Henderson shares, this reality hinges on
companies working in unison to establish a reinforcing cycle, whereby operating with
the purpose of social benefit becomes a comparative advantage. As Ford, Uber, Lyft,
and its nonprofit and public partners work toward a shared vision for a safe and efficient
future with autonomous vehicles, it will surely be to the detriment of their competitors
to dismiss the importance of putting social responsibility above beating the opposition.
Questions which Student 3 will ask Student 1: 1) What public-private partnership has
been recently announced? 2) What will business and government focus on through the
partnership? Questions which Student 3 will ask Student 2: 1) What is in the heart of
this cross-sector relationship? 2) What does this partnership illustrate?
(Adapted
from
Matt
BlackbournStaff.
responsibility-examples-transportation)

https://online.hbs.edu/blog/post/corporate-social-

Ex. 9. Read the text and complete it with the words in brackets in the correct
form. Make a glossary of professional terms. Retell the text using your glossary.
How social media can help improve and redesign transport systems
"Fab, can't wait to travel home: the northbound London to Birmingham line is
(block) due to a (break) down freight train." "On way to Aberdeen and what's this? Oh,
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another stagecoach bus has broken down." These are just two of the thousands of tweets
and Facebook statuses (send) every day by people commenting on Britain's transport
systems: an outpour of sentiment, (primary) negative though not (exclusive) so.
Perhaps it makes the smartphone user feel a bit better for a moment, but what use is it?
This is where sentiment analysis and sentiment mapping come in, a concept being
(explore) by the Royal College of Art, startup Commonplace and the UK's technology
and innovation centre, Transport Systems Catapult.
Sentiment analysis (originate) in the automatic analysis of texts by computers in
order to discover whether the text was (broad) positive or negative. It built on a long
history of trying to get machines to understand the content and tone of documents.
More recently, it has been (apply) to social media, and it is big business. Why? Because
the value of brands lies in the positive sentiment (attach) to them, and companies want
to understand what impact their products, announcements – everything that is (know)
publicly about the company – have on their brand reputation. This is why a company
like Topsy, which specialises in sentiment analysis, was (buy) by Apple for more than
$200m last year.
This way of thinking about commercial, societal and technological problems
interests the Transport Systems Catapult, (create) last year by the Technology Strategy
Board (TSB). So far, the TSB has launched seven projects in areas such as cell
therapy, offshore renewal energy and future cities and there are more to come. The aim
is to apply the best research, whether academic or commercial, to key areas of potential
economic growth, creating new products and services.
(Enlighten) transport operators are now taking close notice of what their
customers say on social media, and in some cases also analysing sentiment. Sentiment
mapping adds location to sentiment analysis. By knowing the places that tweets or
other sources of sentiment are (utter) from, or the names of places they refer to, it is
possible to build a map of the areas where anger is running high or where travellers are
happier.
Are transport providers now turning to sentiment mapping to improve their
services? There are potential benefits both for businesses and for the travelling
customer. For example, the company may already know where their vehicles are and
which are failing to keep to schedule, but with this technology it can also get the
traveller's perspective on the problem too. If the firm is (sufficient) responsive – and
that is a big if – it may be able to solve the problem more quickly, or even just provide
better information to its customers as the problem is taking place.
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Perhaps more importantly, operators can map the pattern of problems and fix
over time. Instead of taking a blunderbuss approach to improving their service, perhaps
at huge cost in terms of engineering, they can plan more (intelligent) and intervene
more (selective) in a knowledge-led approach to the problem. During last week's taxi
protest in London, it was easy to see how sentiment was neutral or positive for tubes
and trains, while buses, snarled up in the taxi-filled streets, saw rising levels of negative
sentiment.
One of the greatest ambitions for sentiment mapping is to break down the
antagonism between transport providers and the public; to redefine that relationship as
(aspiration) and (construction), and for mutual benefit. Perhaps a few years from now,
travellers will be able to make their own contribution to improving transport services,
identifying waste and promoting efficient, (sustain) solutions. Commonplace are
enabling communities to gain better control over planning in their local
neighbourhoods. In future they, and companies like them, may enable us to co-design
the transport systems we need.
(Adapted from Stephen Boyd Davis and Mike Saunders. https://www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/social-media-redesign-transport-systems-cities)

Ex. 10. Read the text, make up an interview between a journalist, Chris Smith, Nigel
Hanwell, Caroline Mechai and Darren Matthews using the information from the
text and perform it.
New ideas: the role of social media and the commercial vehicle sector are mutually
exclusive?
Do you think social media and the commercial vehicle sector are mutually
exclusive? If so, perhaps you should think again. Many companies are using the new
media on the web to keep in touch with their customers, communicate new product
ideas and updates as well as receiving feedback.
While the idea of communicating through a medium where you are restricted to
140 characters might sound inane, most companies use the text simply for a headline
and then have a link to a story or a video on the web for full information.
One brand that has been using Twitter to great effect is tyre giant Michelin. The
firm launched a dedicated Twitter account for commercial vehicle operators three years
ago, and the company’s online presence now boasts nearly 3,000 followers. Chris
Smith, Head of Trucking Marketing at Michelin, says, “Provided you use it in the right
way, Twitter can be a great business tool. It’s particularly effective at bringing the
Michelin brand closer to some of our smaller customers. Only last month we had a guy
in the UK with a bespoke expedition truck tweeting us for advice on what pressures to
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run his new Michelin XZT tyres at. We were able to reply promptly, putting him in
direct contact with one of our Technical Managers – the same Technical Manager who
works with some of our largest national fleet customers. The customer was
understandably very pleased he’d Tweeted us.”
As well as using the account to share news, views and provide best practice tyre
tips, Michelin runs exclusive competitions to reward followers with a chance to win
free Michelin merchandise. One such competition this year attracted more than 500
entries.
“We also like to engage with issues the industry is talking about,” adds Smith.
“The golden rule is remembering that Twitter is not the place for endless sales
messages. It’s a powerful conversational tool with an engaged audience and needs to
be treated as such.”
Information videos are an important part of the scenery on the digital landscape.
According to Volvo Trucks’ UK Press Officer Nigel Hanwell, social media, of which
the firm’s YouTube Channel is a part, is playing an important role in gathering and
disseminating customers’ and drivers’ stories about their trucks and their life in the
transport industry.
He says, “We are very pleased that so many people are engaging with the
channel. It testifies to the fact that our messages are relevant and have contributed
enormously to a new way of seeing B2B communication.”
Visitors can watch videos on subjects that include truck launches, road shows,
and driver information videos. The latter includes a series of short CPC training films
presented by trucking journalist Brian Weatherley. However, the most viewed film is
called The Epic Split where a man stands astride two moving trucks to demonstrate the
tracking control of the vehicles.
Taking video stunts one step further, Renault has commissioned creative agency
We Are Social to make a parody of the Knight Rider opening sequence using a charcoal
grey Trafic van. The business case for spending time and money on what sounds like
a frivolous project is not simply to amuse subscribers – rather it is to get the brand
recognised and talked about in those ‘water cooler’ moments with people who may not
have ever previously thought about the VM’s vans.
Caroline Mechai, Global Advertising and Media Director at Renault, says, “The
intention is to give Trafic a more dynamic image and reach out to a broader audience
than simply business users.”
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Darren Matthews, Business Development Analyst for freight and logistics
software house WiseTech Global believes that using social media can bring benefits,
but if done incorrectly can cause problems.
“The ‘Customer Experience’ is ingrained into many industries already, and while
they may not always get it right, the retail, telecommunications, and even tourism
industries, are investing time and effort into enhancing the customer experience,” he
comments.
“In the technological times we live, the fallout from poor customer service is
reflected online through social media. 51% of Facebook users expect a response to
their complaints within a day, and 52% of Twitter users expect one within a two-hour
period!” he exclaims. “It stands to reason that if customers are using technology to
make their complaints known, then we ought to use technology to prevent the
complaint in the first place.”
So, if you are thinking of delving into the realm of social media, be sure that you
follow up any ‘live’ issues on the comments. However, don’t let this put you off using
these exciting and free new media to drive your business forward.
( Adapted from https://www.smmt.co.uk/2014/09/new-ideas-role-social-media-transport-sector/)

Ex. 11. Read how to create a CSR plan, choose a transport company and make up a
CSR plan for this company. Present your CSR plan as a report.
What is Corporate Social responsibility (CSR)?
Corporate social responsibility or ‘CSR’ is a management concept that focuses on
the integration of social and environmental concerns in a company’s business
operations. These are some common examples of activities included in a CSR plan:


Energy consumption for heating/cooling/manufacturing/transportation



Direct and indirect emissions affecting climate change and public health



Water use and management



Material use, reuse and recycling programs



Workplace and employee wellness programs



Overseas labor conditions



Community engagement and philanthropic giving

The first step in CSR planning is to identify environmental and social issues that
align with your company’s core mission and fiscal objectives. By choosing to do what
is right for its bottom line, and the values it holds as most important, your company
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will reap important benefits. It will be in a better position to lead, strengthen its brand
identity, and build trust and more meaningful relationships with customers, employees,
suppliers, shareholders, community and other stakeholders.
Once a company develops a CSR plan, it typically elects to set specific targets or
goals and to publicly report or disclose its progress, in much the same way that fiscal
objectives are set. This will help your company stay on track to meet its goals and
establish greater credibility.
Why Include Your Company’s Freight Operations in its CSR Plan?
In the U.S., freight transportation has historically used oil and other fossil fuels as an
energy source. For shippers, carriers and logistics companies that move a lot of
products and supplies, this energy use can represent a significant operational cost. More
efficient freight transportation can help improve air quality and mitigate climate change
by cutting emissions. It also reduces costs, demonstrating the ‘people, profit and planet’
principles fundamental to a good company. It’s also a source of harmful emissions,
including carbon dioxide (CO2), black carbon, nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate
matter (PM). Carbon dioxide and black carbon are greenhouse gases (GHGs) and major
contributors to climate change, while NOx and PM are harmful to public health,
especially in communities surrounding ports, railyards and freight hubs.
The good news is that as shippers, carriers and logistics companies look for ways
to save money by reducing the diesel fuel used to move freight, they also find that they
improve shipping efficiencies and reduce freight emissions. Strategies to consolidate
loads, switch to intermodal, use cleaner fuels and improve visibility, among others can
lead to a more efficient transportation network. They also can mitigate supply chain
risks and can substantially reduce freight emissions. And just as your company
highlights the cost savings of its investment strategies through its bookkeeping and
annual reports, so too can it feature positive environmental outcomes through a CSR
or sustainability report. Many companies also choose to integrate key environmental
indicators, such as CO2 emission reductions, in investor reports, employee and other
stakeholder communications.
As the freight industry grows, governments, investors, communities and
consumers are becoming more aware of the industry’s climate and public health
impacts. They are increasingly looking to freight carriers, shippers and logistics
providers to take steps to reduce truck, rail and other transport emissions. Communities
near freight hubs may also seek relief from increased congestion, noise and other
negative impacts.
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As a result, interest is growing in accounting for not just the monetary payback
on technology and other transportation investments, but also the sustainability benefits
of those investments. A CSR or sustainability report is a good place to start.
Ex. 12. Role play. Work in groups of six. Each of you is a PR-manager who has to
take part in the PR-CSR campaign demonstrating your transport company’s
achievement in the area of CSR.
1) Choose your company from the transport organizations on the Internet.
2) Read the text below and prepare your task (from Student 1 to Student 6). Prepare
the presentation of your PR campaign in front of the class and decide whose
company has the best PR-CSR campaign.
6 Easy Ways to Use Social Media and Corporate Social Responsibility
Social media has become part of our daily lives. Responsible businesses can use
social media and corporate social responsibility to help change the world!
Here are six easy ways to use social media and corporate social responsibility and one
pitfall to avoid.
Student 1. Start a Program - Prove Your Commitment by telling the public that you
are dedicated to change is one thing. However, showing it is another. You have to
take action by starting a program which can prove that you are serious about
CSR. Fortunately, CSR programs don't have to be fancy or expensive. Check out the
examples of CSR programs on the Internet.
Student 2. Commit to a Specific Post Frequency - Get Your Good Work Out There
Next, promote your CSR initiatives. Make sure people know about the work you are
doing! The taboo of never tooting your own horn has faded in corporate America. Lots
of companies use social media campaigns to showcase their CSR efforts. For example,
the Hess Corporation promotes their CSR efforts on their Twitter page. Consider
posting about CSR at least twice per month or maybe once per week. Use whatever
frequency works for you. Consistency is the key to impactful social media and
corporate social responsibility. Also, consider establishing accounts dedicated to the
company's CSR efforts where followers expect to hear CSR updates and news.
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Student 3. Highlight Results - Demonstrate Your Impact
Now that your CSR program is up and running, it is time to highlight your results!
Next, use specific numbers to generate a meaningful response. Which of the sentences
below has more of an impact?


"Our employees picked up trash this month at our local park."



"From June 6th to June 12th, our employees picked up over 1,000 pieces of trash at
our local park."
The second statement is more impactful because it highlights specific results! Even if
the number is small, quantifying your CSR efforts will demonstrate your impact.
Student 4. Encourage Behavior - Influence Your Customers
Then, encourage the behavior you want to see. Your brand has the power to influence
your customers. Make sure they are receiving beneficial messages!
You could:



Provide facts supported by science and research,



Spotlight members of the community that are making an impact, or



Interview guest speakers

It might seem small, but progress is made one step at a time. Influencing or encouraging
even one person will make a difference!
Student 5. Crowdsource Ideas - Involve Your Followers
Social media lets people present concepts, designs, and ideas for new initiatives.
Crowdsourcing ideas generates tons of opportunities. For instance, General
Electric's "Ecomagination" campaign is a classic case study of successful social media
and corporate social responsibility. People from all over the world submitted green and
renewable energy ideas. As a result, 75,000 people participated by submitting ~4,000
submissions. Those ideas have advanced sustainability and helped the planet.
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Student 6. Create Meaningful Engagement - Allow For Two Way Conversations
Social media allows for a two-way stream of communication. Companies communicate
their CSR initiatives and stakeholders provide immediate feedback.
Social media allows customers and other stakeholders to discuss their experiences,
satisfaction or dissatisfaction, revealing weakness in process, communication or
implementation of CSR initiatives. Subject to stakeholder reviews, companies can
reinvent their initiatives and respond directly to feedback.
One Pitfall to Avoid: Trying to Control the Narrative. The two-way flow of
information between companies and stakeholders makes social media and corporate
social responsibility powerful. On the other hand, it can generate risk as well. Negative
information can spread quickly on the web. However, avoiding engagement on social
media is not the answer. Today everyone has a voice and a platform. Negative
information will find its way onto the web no matter how hard a company fights to
control its messaging. Instead, Aim for Absolute Transparency. The trick is to be
transparent and genuine on social media. Be consistent. Build trust with your customers
and stakeholders. The benefits will appear.
Ex. 13. Write a three-page essay “Social media and corporate social responsibility
can influence people and inspire them to make the world a better place”.
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